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The Boston meeting was exciting because of the impres
sive representation of stimulating panels and the high level
of discourse that was evident. But, even more delightful
was mingling with friends, making new acquaintances, re
newing allegiances, taking on old academic foes and dis
covering new ones. We came out of Boston with as much
enthusiasm as we went in, but with more resolve to under
stand the issues that infonn our discourse and the differ
ences that stimulate the debate in our various diSCiplines.
The occasion offered us the opportunity to meet with schol
ars whose ideas have influenced our thoughts, shaped our
arguments, or affirmed our ideology.
In all of this, however, it is easy to forget our secretariat
staff Nonna Miller, Rosemary Hynes, Jean De Silva, Beth
Pearce, Annernarie Christy, Karen Rader, Tracy Ratcliffe,
Natasha Marcus, Rainier Spencer and Derek Williams who
in various ways did the ground work that made Boston
possible. It is also easy to forget Maddie Goodwin, other
members of staff of the Boston University African Studies
Center and the many student volunteers whose impressive
work behind the scene made the Boston experience the
kind of delightful package it turned out to be. We thank
them all for their patience in dealing with members and
their resourcefulness in taking care of the needs of meeting
participants.
Traditionally, the end of our annual meeting marks the
end of the tenn of some of our board members as well as
the beginning of a three year term for others. As we end
our 36th annual meeting in Boston, we thank Beverly Grier
and Joel Barkan whose three year term on the Board ended
in December. Hopefully, the end of their term will give
them a little more room to continue their services to the as
sociation in a more relaxed capacity. We welcome and
look forward to working with our new Board members,
Carolyn Brown, Nancy Schmidt, and Robert Bates.
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
New Year's greetings for 1994! In the past, when individual members of the ASA have sought to communicate
directly with the Board of Directors about ideas they would like to see considered for the Association, they general
ly contacted either someone on the Board whom they already knew personally or the Executive Director. As the
ASA has expanded and diversified its membership in recent years, however, I have thought it might be useful to es
tablish a more open process for communication with the Board that depends less on who you know than on what
you have to contribute to the vitality of the organization. As your President, I would like to facilitate this process by
inviting you to share your ideas IN WRITING with the Board by contacting me directly at any of the addresses list
ed below. All communications will be discussed by the Executive Committee of the Board who will determine if
they merit consideration by the full Board, the next meeting of which is scheduled for April 29-30, 1994. I look for
ward to hearing from you.
Ned Alpers
Edward A. Alpers
Dean of Honors and Undergraduate Programs, UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1571
e-mail ned@hup.ucla.edu
fax (310) 206-2175

De house wha' shelter you when a rain, you Ie look Ie him when sun hot.
The house which sheltered you in the rain will shelter you when the sun is hot.
Jamaica proverbs, collected by Martha Beckwith, Vassar College Field-work in Folk-lore, No.4, 1925.
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OBITUARY
William O. (Bill) Jones, professor emeritus and former di
rector of the Food Research Institute, died on June 17, 1993,
in Palo Alto. He was 82. Jones was an authority on African
marketing and farming systems. His specialty was manioc,
also known as cassava, a root crop that forms a major part
of the food economies of West and Central Africa, South
east Asia, and Brazil. His book, Manioc in Africa, was pub
lished in 1959 and remains the classic in its field.
Jones was a pioneer in African economic studies. Perhaps
his single most important article was "Economic Man in
Africa." This essay helped change the wayan entire profes
sion thought about smallholder farmers in Africa. His
views on the rationality and price responsiveness of Afri
can farmers were radical in 1960; 30 years later, his views
had become the conventional wisdom.
Jones was born in Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1910. He received
his BA in anthropology at the University of Nebraska in
1932. After graduating he spent several years in industry
and was a preflight instructor for the Army Air Corps dur
ing World War II. In 1947, he earned his doctorate in eco
nomics from Stanford and joined the Food Research Insti
tute. From its inception in 1921, the Institute has described
itself as "a body of cooperating scholars" engaged in the
study of worldwide problems of food supply, distribution,
and consumption. As scholar, teacher, and administrator,
Jones contributed immensely to making that description a
reality. Jones served as executive secretary of the Institute
between 1955 and 1962. He became director in 1964 and
held that position for eight years.
More than anything in his professional life, Jones was a
writer and editor. He set the standard in the agricultural ec-

onomics profession for clarity of written communication.
He was a great promoter of the Institute's journal, Food
Research Institute Studies, which first appeared in 1960.
From 1970 to 1975, he served as editor of Studies. Thereaf
ter, he was an always-eager consultant to the journal. As
an editor and writer, Jones was simply the best. The final
issue of the journal, which ceases publication 1993, is dedi
cated to him.
Jones received many awards and acknowledgements for
his contributions to the profession. Among others, he was
awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship, was Stanford's repre
sentative to the governing body of the International Afri
can Institute in London, and served terms as president of
the African Studies Association and the Western Economic
Association. He received a Sc.D. degree (honoris causa)
from the University of Nebraska in 1965. Jones also served
as a consultant to the World Bank, the Caribbean Food and
Nutrition Institute, the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture, and the US Agency for International Develop
ment.
Jones and his wife, Kay, had a long and happy married life
on the Stanford campus with their three sons-Stephen,
Peter and Brian--all of whom survive him. They were re
markable parents who helped develop their sons' abilties,
breadth of views, and love of nature and the outdoors.
Jones will be missed sorely by his family, by his friends
and colleagues at the Food Research Institute, and by de
velopment economists all over the world.
Walter P. Falcon, Stanford University
Bruce F. Johnston, Stanford University
Pan A. Yotopoulos, Stanford University

LETTERS
Dear Editor:
The recent essay, "American Students and Researchers
in Nigeria: Relationships with Host Institutions, Academ
ics and Communities," by Lillian Trager and LaRay Denz
er, raises a number of important issues with regards to
American students and researchers coming to Nigeria. The
authors strongly articulate their sense of discomfort re
garding recent trips by Americans to Nigeria. They are
concerned that some Americans have placed undue strain
on Nigeria's academic community because they lack suffi
cient knowledge and understanding of Nigerian society
and appear insensitive to their research site. If the observa
tions made by Ms. Trager and Ms. Denzer are accurate
then they have done us all a great service in writing their
piece.

I strongly suggest that Trager and Denzer have provid
ed a one-sided picture and that their description of "the
harsh realities of the current Nigeria" is inaccurate.
They begin their essay with a brief discussion of how to
affiliate with a Nigerian University and gain an entry visa
for the country: "It is relatively easy for anyone with a le
gitimate project to be granted affiliation with a university
department, and with such affiliation, to get a visa for Ni
geria." Perhaps this was true in the past. Dealing with Ni
gerian universities and the Nigerian embassy and consu
late in the US has now become particularly difficult. It has
been my experience, and also that of others I know, that
written requests for basic and general information com
monly go unanswered and that passports and visa applica
tions are lost for long periods of time. Moreover, official
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information is sometimes countermanded by other official
information, not because policies have changed, but sim
ply because the application of standard operating proce
dures is inconsistent.
Once one arrives, the authors tell us that there are "vari
ous bureaucratic procedures which can be time-consuming
and frustrating. The key to dealing with these is often the
personal assistance which colleagues and others in Nigeria
are usually willing to offer ," As in all countries, temporary
visitors must follow certain rules in order to make their
stay both pleasurable and, importantly, legal. In the Niger
ian context, however, navigating immigration's bureau
cratic maze can be a nightmare.
On a typical day, early in the morning, one can go to
the immigration office and be sent to three or four other of
fices, irrespective of what the office nameplates state (if
there are any). At each office, one must repeat the purpose
of the visit. At each office, one is then directed to the next
office, where one finds yet another group of three people,
or more, engaged in varying amounts of activity. At some
point in this office-hopping, one finally lands in the appro
priate one, where, again, you state the purpose of the visit.
At this juncture, you are told to wait since the (one) person
capable of answering your questions is out of the office.
After an hour, or two, or longer, the office worker advises
you to "Exercise patience" and ''He will soon come,"
Eventually, she will tell you to come again the next day.
Arriving the next day, early, one proceeds to the appro
priate office where one waits. If one is fortunate, the offi
cial will see you, answer your questions, and you will be
told to return with the appropriate number of photocopies,
forms, and photographs. (If one is not so fortunate, and
the official is habitually out of the office, then bring a book
because the wait could be one of hours or days.) Return
ing, now on day three, with the appropriate documenta
tion, you are required to leave all of your paperwork with
the immigration office, along with your passport. No re
ceipt is given for your passport which, as I have already
noted, may well get misplaced. Only when you ask are
you then told to come back the next day, at noon, and
everything will be ready. Day four: You return at noon
only to be told that your passport is not ready and that you
should come back again tomorrow. On day five you re
turn, collect your passport, and try to comprehend this
week-long process.
Trager and Denzer rightly call attention to the generosi
ty of Nigerians who are willing to lend their assistance.
Typically, this is exemplified by an academic colleague
who has personal ties to someone who works in the bu
reaucracy. All ~cieties, including the United States and
Nigeria, however, Nigerian 'connection' (or assistance, as
Trager and Denzer prefer), is a pervasive element in al
most all aspects of life. Thus, one needs the personal assis
tance of a friend, otherwise immigration arrangements and
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other necessities of life, can be held up for considerable
amounts of time. Nigerian society is very much hierarchi
cally organized. The combination of this hierarchical or
der, the pervasiveness of connections, and the unfortunate
economic problems of Nigeria can result in members of
the bureaucracy to exerting their influence over foreigners,
simply because they can.
Central to Trager and Denzer'S essay are issues of mon
ey, time and respect. The authors alert us to the economic
diSputes between American researchers and their Nigerian
hosts. Moreover, they allude to an underlying parsimoni
ous characteristic in the Americans that come over: "Thus,
for an American researcher, funded by Fulbright or Carne
gie or SSRC, to seek certain scarce resources, pleading that
they have little money-and we know several instances of
this-inSUlts the intelligence of everyone they deal with."
First, whose business is it to know the amounts of grants?
Second, in a society in which connectedness is so integral,
so too is money. It goes without saying that the more
money one has in Nigeria, the more people expect you to
dole it out.
On the issue of time, Trager and Denzer state the fol
lowing: "Regarding inquires as to the status of affiliation
or admission, it is important that students and researchers
realize that this takes time and follows the procedure and
calendar of the host institution, not the American funding
institution or university." Herein, the difficulties of time
and requests for information have already been dealt with.
Now, the simple question must be asked: Specifically,
which academic/research institutions in Nigeria consis
tently use standard procedures or a regular calendar?
I have tried in this essay to provide a balancing per
spective to the one given by Trager and Denzer. While
they raise important points they fail to truly appreciate the
difficulties to which they allude. Absent from their de
scription, among other things, is a real understanding of
the importance of an established network for visiting
scholars and students. Life and research in Nigeria can be
fulfilling but it can also be very difficult, particularly for
the first-time visitor.
Oddly, many of us who have traveled to Nigeria, in
spite of its difficulties, do seem to find ourselves back
there, or at least intensely following events there. Go fig
ure!
Sincerely,
Rodney D. Cunningham

The following letter was shared with us by ASA President, Ed
ward A. Alpers.
Senator Ernest F. Hollings (D-SC.)
125 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Hollings:
On behalf of the Board of Directors and the more than
2,500 members of the African Studies Association, which is
the largest professional association of Africanist scholars in
the world, I must vigorously protest your remarks as re
ported by the Los Angeles Times (December 16, 1993) re
garding African leaders attending the GAIT talks in Gene
va, Switzerland. According to this report, you stated:
''Everyone likes to go to Geneva ..... .I used to do it for the
Law of the Sea conferences and you'd find these potentates
from down in Africa, you know, rather than eating each
other, they'd just come up and get a good square meal in
Geneva."
The insensitivity revealed by this stereotypical aside
cannot go unchallenged, both because it is explicitly racist
and because it reflects so negatively on the United States at
a time when those of us who have devoted our professional
careers to promoting the study and appreciation of African
society and culture are seeking increasingly to reach out to
and support the educational goals of our colleagues in Afri
ca on a collaborative basis. Our responsibility as Africanist
scholars is to promote research and the dissemination of
knowledge about Africa. Your responsibility as an elected
official of the United States is to comport yourself in a man
ner that respects the cultures of all the peoples of the Unit
ed States and the world community. In particular, as Sena
tor from a proud state with one of the strongest African
traditions in this nation, you should be especially sensitive
to the negative impression that your ill considered remarks
carry.
I would appreciate an apology from you to both the
people of Africa and the people of the United States.
Sincerely,

Edward A. Alpers
President. African Studies Association

Open letter to the members of the African Studies Association
The chairpersons of the Task Force for Sustainable De
velopment in Africa, together with members of the adviso
ry board, initially established by the ASA Board of Direc
tors, wish to report the completion of their inital task, and
propose a way forward.
The Task Force book, 21st Century Africa: Towards a Vi

sian of Sustainable Development, (ASA Press and Africa
World Press) presented chapters that summarized the
state of the debates concerning alternative approaches to
sustainable development in Africa in the fields of econom
ic development, regional integration, gender relations, en
vironment, education, health and the nature of the state.
An extensive bibliography provided background readings.
In addition, in each of these seven areas, the book propos
es a problem-solving participatory process by which re
searchers can work together with those affected to address
the obstacles that have blocked sustainable development.
Copies of 21st Century Africa have been sent to all the
African libraries. We understand, both from the publish
ers and reports at the Task Force workshops at this year's
Annual ASA Meeting, that a number of Africanists have
been using the book in their classes here in the United
States.
At the 1993 ASA meeting, however, it became increas
ingly evident that, as an umbrella organization covering
seven quite diverse areas, the Task Force had little further
role to play. Several of the task groups have developed
various forms participatory projects in which together
with researchers from African universities, US Africanists
have worked with those most affected by the interrelated
and yet distinctly different problems in each of the specific
fields. It seems more appropriate, now, for the partici
pants in the task force subgroups to engage with the col
leagues in Africa in developing more extensive in-depth
participatory projects, reporting on them to ASA members
through panels at the annual meetings.
A few examples serve to illustrate the way ideas and
projects suggested by task force subgroups have acquired
a life of their own. These have contributed to a spread ef
fect as people have begun further activities that reach far
beyond the possible scope of the Task Force as an umbrel
la group. In so doing, they have, as suggested in 21st Cen
tury Africa, incorporated new approaches to gender and
the state and law to create more equitable, democratic in
stitutions.
A project on "Community Perspectives on Land and
Agrarian Reform in South Africa" has engaged rural in
habitants of three South African regions in a participatory
study, generating a series of proposals for building the
new institutions required to restructure a post-apartheid
rural South Africa. In cooperation with the Land and Ag
ricultural Policy Centre, a workshop structured along the
lines of the methodology outlined in Chapter B of 21st Cen
tury Africa, "On Research on the State, the Law and Pro
cesses of Development" facilitated the efforts of represen
tatives of several South African rural civic groups to begin
the process of translating their policy proposals for institu
tional change into specific laws which the democratic
movement could present for passage by the Interim Gov
ernment.
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In the field of environment, using the Participatory.Ru
ral Appraisal methodology outlined in Chapter 6 of 21st
Century Africa, task force members have worked with
members of rural communities throughout Africa, from the
Gambia and Senegal to Madagascar, facilitating their ef
forts to map out and plan the improved use of their own
resources. Those interested may obtain reports of those
projects from Clark University'S International Develop
ment Program. To facilitate their work, the Ecogen Re
search Project has prepared a valuable booklet, Tools of

Gender Amdysis: A Guide to Field Methods for Bringing Gender
into Sustainable Resource Management.
At the ASA Annual Meeting, task force members made
available an extensive annotated bibliography relating to
environment, copies of which may still be obtained from
the Director, the International Development Program,
Clark University, 950 Main Street, Worcester, MA 01610.
The gender task group had proposed two projects, one
on the spread of AIDS as a metaphor for the way existing
institutions in the area of health disadvantage women; and
a second relating to ensuring the incorporation of gender
issues in all research projects. The first project, now fund
ed, has already stimulated the preparation of a manual di
rected to assisting women and women's groups to deal
with AIDS. To implement the second, the task group
joined forces with the ASA Women's Caucus which contin
ues to emphasize the importance of integrating gender is
sues in all fields of African research.
The other task groups have been working with African
colleagues to develop and obtain funding for participatory
research projects on critical areas which, as the relevant
chapters in 21st Century Africa indicate, have tended to re
main neglected. With researchers from Nigeria, Cameroon
and Zimbabwe, the health task group has initiated a propo
sal for engaging community women in analyzing the rea
sons why existing institutions at the national and local lev
el fail to adequately address women's and children's health
problems. On this basis, they propose to recommend insti
tutional changes likely to ensure implementation of health
programs more likely to meet the needs of women and
children.
With colleagues in the universities in Tanzania and
Zimbabwe, the education task group has formulated a pro
posal for a pilot project to engage parents, teachers, and
students in analyzing and proposing improvements in the
role of existing schools as development catalysts in rural
and urban communities.
Finally, the regional integration, economics, state and
law sub-task groups have focused their attention on the
balkanization of Africa which has thwarted the African
peoples' utilization of their continent's rich natural resourc
es to attain self-sustainable development. They have been
working with African colleagues in West and Southern Af
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rica and the Hom to propose a problem-solving participa
tory research project relating to the way national institu
tions, inherited from the colonial past, have blocked efforts
to coordinate regional development programs. In each of
the three regions, they have begun to seek appropriate fora
for bringing together university researchers and policy
makers to study the reasons why central national institu
tions-ranging from national ministries concerned with in
dustry, trade, and planning to private (domestic and for
eign) enterprises-have failed to contribute to better use of
regional resources. Perhaps using the approach suggested
in 21st Century Africa for analyzing how the state and law
shape institutions, they aim to lay a sound basis for the re
vised national legislation required to restructure those in
stitutions to realize African heads-of-states' proposals for
regional cooperation. Already, in the Hom, policy-makers
and researchers have met to discuss possible measures for
regional resolution of the problems that have tom at the
fabric of that troubled region. Discussions are underway
to advance proposals for on-going participatory research
into the particular features of existing national and region
al institutions in the other two areas.
It has become increasingly apparent, however, that the
Task Force, as an umbrella group has neither the resources
nor the will to orchestrate these mushrooming initiatives.
On the contrary, Africans themselves have already devel
oped extensive participatory networks in almost all of the
seven fields. What remains in all fields is for individual
US Africanists to find the most effective ways of working
with their African colleagues to contribute to advancing
the quite different kinds of participatory problem-solving
research as the basis of the institutional changes required
to achieve sustainable development in Africa.
As always, the panels of the ASA Annual Meetings pro
vide both US and African scholars the fora for reporting
their future progress.
Sincerely,
Ann Seidman, Chair

Dis a only de gri-gri, de gra-gra deh behin',
This is only the smoke, the fire is yet to come.
Jamaica proverbs, collected by Martha Beck
with, Vassar College Field-work in Folk-lore,
No. 4, 1925.

PROVISIONAL MINUTES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Friday, December 3, 9am-Spm
The Westin Hotel, Copley Place, Boston, MA

Present: Directors David Robinson (chair), Edward Alpers, Don
ald Crummey, Beverly Grier, Goran Hyden, Edmond Keller,
Gwendolyn Mikell, Joel Barkan, Jack Parson, Gretchen Walsh,
Edna Bay (Exec. Dir.), David Iyam (Assoc. Dir.), Joseph Miller
(Treasurer), Sheridan Johns (AASP representative). Guests:
Dennis Cordell (Chair, Herskovits Committee), Karen Fields
(Herskovits Committee), Susan Blier (Herskovits Committee),
Robert Bates (observer).
1. Approval of Minutes
Minutes of the May meeting were approved as published
in ASA News Ouly /September 1993).
2. Report of the Associate Director
Iyam gave the following report:
Membership, Member Services
As of last week we have recorded 2256 individual memberships
for the 1993 calendar year. Our lifetime membership is now 45, an
increase of 14 over last year's figure. This increase may partly be
due to our appeal at the beginning of the year for lifetime mem
bership; we will continue to do so this year and remind members
that a portion of lifetime membership dues counts as a contribu
tion to the ASA Endowment. One decision the board has to make
is the question of refunding dues to members whose papers are
not accepted for presentation at the meeting. It was apparent
from events in the current membership year that some of our
members regard acceptance of their paper proposals as a condi
tion for retaining their membership. We refunded dues to four
members whose papers were rejected by the Panels Committee;
after some of them were reinstated on the program, they resub
mitted dues that were already refunded to them.
Harbeson Project Questionnaire
The John Harbeson questionnaire which was refined by Ned
Alpers is included in our final program booklet. Respondents
have been requested to return them to our office or to our registra
tion counter. Since the Board decided in Seattle to have Harbeson
analyze the results, the secretariat will forward. them to him as we
receive them.
Publications
We were uncertain last April about the possibility of support of
Mark Delancey from the University of South Carolina for a sec
ond term as editor of the African Studies Review. I am happy to
report that the University of South Carolina has renewed the sup
port of Mark Delancey by providing funding for him to continue
as editor of ASR from August 1994 till August 1997.
The Ford Foundation has approved a modification in the terms
of its grant of $23,000 to the ASA for the publication of the special
edition of Issue. The modification which includes an additional
grant for honoraria and publication expenses, extends the period

of the grant up to December 15,1994.
Beverly Hawk has accepted appointment as editor of Issue and
will be editing the Winter 1994 issue of the journal. She hopes to
publish the 1993 Abiola lecture in the next Issue and has spoken
with Professor Ali Mazrui about the possibility.
ASA Press has published one of the three titles it has been
working on. The 8th edition of the Directory of African and African
American Studies in the United States is on display at our exhibit
booth. Also on display is Africa Access Review of K-12 Materials,
which earlier this year, the Board agreed to fund. Following pub
lication, we contracted with its publisher, Brenda Randolph, for
distribution rights at a discount rate to ASA members. The third
volume of Janet Stanley's The Arts of Africa and Rita Headrick's Co
lonialism, Health and ntness in French Equatorial Africa is still being
formatted by our staff and should go to the printer this winter.
Annual Meetings
The 1993 Panels Chair, David Newbury, has spent an enormous
amount of time getting the panels in shape for this meeting. The
task of putting quality panels together and the limitations of meet
ing space resulted in the exclusion of about a third of papers pro
posed for the meeting despite the effort of the committee to make
representation as inclusive as possible. President Robinson and
Vice President Alpers held a tele-conference with the Panels Com
mittee chair in August to resolve some of the problems related to
paper acceptance. The note from the Panels Committee published
in the last issue of ASA News was a result of that conference. I am
glad to report that many of our members have called our office to
commend the committee on what has been described as an excel
lent collection of papers. The Chair of the Local Organizing Com
mittee, Jim McCann, will report to the Board later, but he has
lined up an impressive program for this meeting. One of the
highlights to mark the 40th anniversary of Boston University Afri
can Studies Center will be the Bradley Morse address to be given
by George Moose on Monday. The 1994 Panels Committee Chair,
Jane Guyer, visited Atlanta last July to consult with the staff on
the logistics of paper proposals for our Toronto meeting. We dis
cussed a number of ideas on coordinating the work of the com
mittee with the secretariat staff as the 1994 proposals begin to
come in. On Saturday, the chairs of the Panels and LocalOrganiz
ing Committees for 1992 to 1994 will be meeting to share their ex
periences with organizing the ASA program. The aim is to help
future organizers work out the best strategies for their programs.
We are under contract with the Hyatt Hotel in Orlando, Florida
for the 38th annual meeting November 3 - 6, 1995.
Shortly before Edna Bay left, she was able to sign a contract
with the San Francisco Hyatt to host ASA meeting in 1996. We
are doing our best to keep down hotel room rates, although high
er rates continue to reflect present realities. Last August, I visited
Norfolk, Virginia, the proposed site of our 1997 meeting. We are
currently negotiating terms with the two hotels that will serve as
co-hosts of the meeting.
Finances
We ended the 1992/1993 fiscal year with a deficit of $7,397.00.
One reason for the deficit is that our institutional membership has
not increased and some of our institutional members have not re
newed for the 1993 calendar year due to budgetary constraints.
Another reason is the additional two full-time positions and a
temporary staff we hired last spring to catch up on our increasing
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volume of work. We have also purchased computer equipment to
facilitate our work in the secretariat. However, we hope to erase
this deficit in the 1993-1994 year because of the steps the Board
took at last spring's meeting to increase institutional membership
by $10.00 and annual meeting registration by $10.00. We also ex
pect that the marketing of three of our books beginning this fall
and an expected increase in individual membership and meeting
registration will smooth out our deficit.
A budget related item the Board needs to consider is the fund
ing of the International Visitors Program. The cost of funding
this program has always exceeded the amount budgeted for it,
and this year, over $3000.00 of funding for this program will
come out of our operating budget. It will help to keep cost down
if our international scholars build in a 14-<iay stay in the US dur
ing their visit to enable us to purchase their tickets at a lower cost,
or if the International Visitors budget accounts for scholars who
are not likely to stay here for up to 14 days. This year, it cost us
about double the amount budgeted to bring in candidates whose
sponsors were unable to arrange other activities for them during
their visit. There is a memo in the package from Cheryl Johnson
Odim for the Board to reconsider the criteria for the International
scholars program towards making the program more rewarding
for our fee-paying members in Africa.
As Goran Hyden promised at the spring meeting in East Lan
sing, he and Michael Bratton have contributed over $800.00 of
their royalty payments from their book, Governance and Politics in
Africa to the ASA Endowment. Hyden had suggested at the time
of his offer that it would be a helpful way to build the ASA En
dowment.
The Development Committee will report on the continuing
fund-raising efforts for the ASA Endowment through the Chal
lenge Grant Campaign. The Executive Committee discussed the
present state of the Grant, which has fallen behind the deadlines
set by the NEH. We were able to raise only $65,000 of the
$125,000 that was our goal for August 1, 1992-July 31,1993. Our
final goal, which we are supposed to reach by July 31,1994, is an
additional $50,000. In short, we need to raise a total of $110,000 to
complete the campaign. However, we requested and got approv
al for a year's extension on the cam paign which will now end by
July 31, 1995. During a conference call among the Executive and
Development Committees last August, members agreed to pool
contacts and information for a targeted list of donor organiza
tions. A luncheon will be held on Monday, December 6, in con
junction with the Abiola lecture to enable Board and Develop
ment Committee members to meet with representatives of
prospective foundations and organizations.

Other Meetings
ACLS
I represented the ASA at the ACLS Conference of Administra
tive Officers in Miami, where topics of particular interest to us in
cluded electronic publishing and international contacts for
learned societies. People from the publishing houses reported
that their industry has started electronic publishing due to the in
creasing cost of text publishing and fewer buyers. People were
generally enthusiastic about the possibilities of the new medium,
although many expressed concern over the complexity of copy
righting electronically published materials and protecting them
from unauthorized uses.
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John Hammer, the Director of the National Humanities Alli
ance, reported at the Miami meeting that the House Appropria
tions Committee has reauthorized the NEH budget which the
House Intelligence Committee voted to terminate earlier in 1993.
The reauthorization process is currently in the senate, and may be
approved with a reduction of about 10% over a period of five
years. Members of the arts and humanities are urged to write to
their congressmen protesting any cuts.
NCASA
I also represented the ASA at the NCASA meeting in Miami.
The ASA is one of five members of a US-based federation of the
National Council of Area Studies Associations (NCASA). The
NCASA constituent societies desire to strengthen their ties with
area studies professionals and organizations in Canada. To that
end, NCASA met last May in Quebec City to become familiar
with the purposes and activities of those associations and engage
in an informal exchange of ideas with their representatives. NCA
SA is currently exploring the possibilities of holding a similar
meeting in Latin America early in 1994.

3. Executive Committee Report
Robinson reported that he had sent a letter on behalf of the As
sociation to the Assistant Secretary of State for Africa, George
Moose, and the U.S. Ambassador to Ethiopia, Mark Baas. The let
ter (reproduced in this issue of ASA News) expressed the concern
of the Association over the dismissal of more than forty faculty
from Addis Ababa University. The Board suggested that we
should continue to affirm this position and that Gwendolyn Mi
kell should compile a list of more people to whom we should ex
press our concern.

4. Elections Committee Report
Iyam reported that Alexandria Tibbetts of CARE and Ismail
Abdullahi of Clark Atlanta University served on the 1993 Elec
tions Committee. He thanked them for their patience in counting
and recording the high number of ballots that were returned.
Winners were: Vice President, Goran Hyden, University of Flori
da; Board, Carolyn Brown, Rutgers University; Board, Robert
Bates, Harvard University; and Board, Nancy Schmidt, Indiana
University.

5. Finance Committee
Outgoing treasurer, Joseph Miller, expressed concern over the
$7,397.00 deficit. He noted that the largest increase is from our
general administrative category. Generally the cost of providing
services to our members has increased. Our staff salaries have in
creased because of the addition of new staff during the year. The
cost of audio-visual equipment for the meeting has increased
from $10,000 last year to over $16,000 at the Boston meeting. The
cost of the annual meeting is also rising. These costs have to be
held down.
Miller suggested that all proposals for funds from the Endow
ment income should be sent to the Finance Committee. People
seeking funds from the Endowment income should be made
aware that it is only a matching grant and not a full grant.
One of the computers in the secretariat has crashed. The secre
tariat will send a proposal to the Finance Committee for the pur

chase of a new computer.
The Board decided that the cost of our International Visitors
program has to be held down. Applicants should show evidence
of support from other agencies and be informed that successful
candidates from Africa will get a maximum of $2,000.00 while
candidates from outside Africa will get $1,000.00 towards the cost
of participating in the meeting.
The Annual Meetings Committee and the Finance Committee
will draft a policy statement on the use of audio-visual equip
ment.
Miller explained the fiscal statement for the 1992/1993 year and
noted that its current format is easy to understand. However, he
will send suggestions to the secretariat on further improvement of
the format.
Our income is, however, smoothing out because of increased in
stitutional membership dues and meeting registration fees, and
the income from the sales of our publications.
The Board decided that the Executive Director, the President,
and the Treasurer should keep in constant touch as a way of
checking cost overrun and maintain a balanced budget in the
coming year. The Executive Director was advised to build a con
tingency fund into the 1994/1995 financial year.

The Publications Committee recommended two new projects

(Paths to the Past: African Historical Essays in Honor ofJan Vansina,
and African Historical Sources) to the Board for publication. Alpers
moved, and Crummey seconded, a motion that pending a favora
ble review of the two manuscripts, the Board should authorize the
Executive Committee to act on its behalf. The motion passed.
Alpers moved, and Grier seconded, a motion that the Publica
tions Committee should recommend to the Board at the spring
meeting a procedure for evaluating all manuscripts submitted to
the ASA Press. The motion passed.

9. Delegate to the ACLS
Robinson moved, and Grier seconded, a motion that the Board
approve the appointment of Gwendolyn Mikell as the new ASA
representative to the ACLS. The motion passed.

10. Herskovits Committee
The members of the Herskovits Committee met with the Board
to explain the process of the award. Alpers moved, and Grier sec
onded, a motion that the Board reaffirm the integrity of the Com
mittee and that its procedures be held confidential. The motion
passed.

6. Annual Meetings Committee
Edward Alpers reported that we have to recruit both the Local
Organizing Committee and the Panels Committee for our 1996
and 1997 meetings. Alpers moved (and Hyden seconded) a mo
tion that we should announce in ASA News for people interested
in serving as chairs of the 1996 and 1997 Panels Committees to
contact the secretariat. The motion passed.
The Board decided that paper and panel proposals sent to the
secretariat without proof of membership or a request for waiver
(in the case of persons outside the US) should not be forwarded to
the Panels Committee. Also, paid up members of the Canadian
Association for African Studies will count as members of the Afri
can Studies Association for the purpose of the 1994 meeting regis
tration in Toronto.

7. Development Committee
Coran Hyden reported that the Development Committee will
follow up on targets it has identified for funding. The Committee
will develop proposals focusing on points of attraction for specific
agencies.

S. Publications Committee
Edmond Keller reported that the Afriam Studies Review has re
ceived 80 new manuscripts, accepted 9, and has 8 under revision.
In the last 12 months, 365 books have been received for review.
Alpers moved and Goran seconded a motion that the Board en
dorse the reappointment of Mark Delancey as editor of the African
Studies Review. The motion passed.
Keller moved, and Mikell seconded, a motion that the ASR will
have the right of first review of the Abiola lecture. The motion
passed with a majority vote, one no vote, and one abstention.
Keller moved that the Finance Committee should review the
possibility of assigning cash prizes to ASA awards and report to
the Board at the spring meeting. Walsh seconded the motion
which passed.

11. ASA Secretariat Staff
The Board invited the ASA secretariat staff to the meeting and
thanked them for their services to the Association, their patience
in dealing with members, and the marvelous work they did in
putting the meeting together. On a motion by Donald Crummey,
seconded by Beverly Grier, the Board commended the staff for
their work.

12. Boren Bill
Gwen Mikell gave the following update on African Research
and Education Funding Initiatives and Boren Amendment Devel
opments:
Background, 1991-1993
Since Senator Boren's proposal for the National Security Educa
tion Act (NSEA) through the Department of Defense (000) was
enacted into legislation by President Bush in December of 1991,
the Board of ASA has gone on record against the legislation as
written, primarily because of the program's location in 000. In
April 1992, ASA joined with representatives of the Middle East
Studies Association and the Latin American Studies Association
in attempts to convince legislators to shift the funds from 000 to
the Office of Education. When this was unsuccessful, ASA began
monitoring NSEA's development, and in 1993 the Board began
conSidering alternative routes towards increasing Africa funding
through Congress. Working with Senate Congressional Fellow
lrelene Ricks and Senate Foreign Relations staffer Adwoa Dunn
Mouton, we generated suggestions about possible existing fund
ing for Africa education, research, and training.
During the ASA Board tele-conference on July 21, 1993, Gwen
Mikell was asked to
1) advise the Board on the status of NSEA,
2) continue efforts to secure statistics on funding for Africa re
search and training relative to other world areas, and
3) investigate the possibility of developing a Washington, DC
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based "Congress Watch" project, ideally located at Howard Uni
versity.
Mikell reported that NSEP is now operating and has chosen a
Group of Advisors from many different academic and area stud
ies fields to make recommendations to the Board of NSEP.
RECOMMENDATION: Follow NSEP closely and try to increase
pressure for its movement into USIA and its sensitivity to African
concerns.
Most of our energy has gone into Africa funding through other
government agencies. 1) Mikell met with Ambassador Horace
Dawson, Acting Director of Howard Univerity's new Center for
International Affairs on September 10. They discussed ASA de
sire to increase Africa funding outside of NSEP, and our initial
monitoring of funding possibilities with our congressional con
sultant. They discussed possibilities through Department of Edu
cation legislation (he was particularly interested in minority pos
sibilities), and through USIA.
In response to Mikell's question about whether Howard was in
terested in being the location for a "Congress Watch," he indicat
ed strong interest, then asked for a specific proposal from ASA
prior to giving us any feedback. He did think that it would be
possible to put graduate students to work on monitoring legisla
tion under the guidance of a project director.
2) Mikell talked with Priscilla Stone, who indicated that SSRC
was interested in pursuing the non-NSEP legislative route. She
inquired about our experiences with the Congress Watch, and
asked it we could include them in any working group that emerg
es. Mikell also directed her to some of the interns in Congress
working on Africa issues.
3) On the Hill, the ground is shifting and hasn't yet settled. On
the Senate side, Adwoa Dunn, the previous Senate Africa Foreign
Relations staffer (office of Paul Simon) has left and is moving
over to the State Department. This has made it impossible to get
the statistics we wanted on Africa funding, but NSEA may get it.
On the House of Representatives side, Ann Griffith is the new
staffer for the House Africa Sub-Committee (Congressman John
ston's office), and has arranged a number of South Africa related
hearings. We should maintain contact with her.
We need to establish contact with the Appropriations Commit
tees for the House and Senate.
4) New possibilities may be opening up within USIA, particu
larly with pressures to increase representation of minorities, and
with the possibility of NSEP locating there in the near future. We
need to establish linkages with USIA.
RECOMMENDATION: Propose a joint ASA/Howard Univer
sity sponsored Congress Watch Project based at Howard Univer
sity and find a means of funding a position for director of the pro
ject.
The Board decided that the cost of "Congress Watch" should
be estimated and the estimate should be forwarded to the Fi
nance Committee. The Finance Committee will then make a rec
ommendation to the Board. If the Board decides to fund this ac
tivity, it will be necessary to include this as an item in future
budgets.

PROVISIONAL MINUTES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Tuesday, December 7, 9am-2pm
The Westin Hotel, Copley Place, Boston, MA
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Present: Directors Edward Alpers (chair), Goran Hyden, David
Robinson, Donald Crummey, Cheryl Johnson-Odim, Gwendolyn
Mikell, Jack Parson, Gretchen Walsh, V. Y. Mudimbe, Carolyn
Brown, Nancy Schmidt, Robert Bates, David Iyam (Assoc. Dir.),
Joseph Miller (Treasurer), Sheridan Johns (AASP representa
tive), Edna Bay (Exec. Dir.). Guests: Robert LaGamma, Curtis
Huff, Daniel Whitman, Jane Guyer, Paul Lavejoy, Simon Otten
berg, David Newbury, Margot Lovett, Judith Byfield, Maureen
Eke, Bill Martin, Richard Chowning.
1. Meeting with USIA Officials
The meeting began with a conversation with Robert LaGam
ma, Curtis Huff, and Daniel Whitman from the USIA who were
invited to discuss how the ASA could attract support for some of
its programs. The Board was advised to work with the Office of
Citizens Exchange to develop a proposal for bringing scholars to
the US and for a follow-up visit to Africa to assess the results of
previous visits.

2. Committee Assignments
Edward Alpers announced the following Committee Assign
ments:
Executive - Edward Alpers (chair), Goran Hyden, Gwendolyn
Mikell, Carolyn Brown, and Robert Bates;
Nominating - Goran Hyden (chair), Jack Parson, Cheryl Johnson
Odim, and Carolyn Brown;
Publications - David Robinson (chair), Gretchen Walsh, Nancy
Schmidt, and V.Y. Mudimbe;
Development - Gretchen Walsh (chair), Donald Crummey, V.Y.
Mudimbe, Goran Hyden, David Robinson, Edward Alpers;
Finance - Gwendolyn Mikell (chair), Jack Parson, Robert Bates,
Carolyn Eastman.
Annual Meetings Committee - Goran Hyden (chair), Donald
Crummey, Cheryl Johnson-Odim, and Nancy Schmidt.
The Spring Board meeting will be held in Atlanta April 29-30.
Board members should arrange to arrive on Friday morning for a
1 pm meeting and depart on Sunday morning.

3. Nominating Committee
Alpers reported that from an impressive list of nominees, the
following were selected for the Board slate for the 1994 ASA elec
tions. For Vice President: Iris Berger, (History) SUNY-Albany;
Abena Busia, (English) Rutgers. For Directors: Sondra Hale, (An
thropology) UCLA/California State University Northridg~; Rob
ert Harms, (History) Yale University; Isidore Okpewho, (LItera
ture) SUNY-Binghamton; Marina Ottaway, (Sociology)
Georgetown University; William Siegmann, (History) The Brook
lyn Museum; and Louis Wilson, (History) Smith College.

4. Annual Meetings
Jane Guyer, the 1994 National Panels Committee co-chair, re
ported that the theme of the Toronto meeting is "Africa Reconfig
ured." As part of the meeting, the Committee is developing a
proposal for funding that will enable African local political offi
cials to visit the US and Canada prior to the meeting in Toronto.
Participants may later take part in a workshop that tries to under
stand how African and Canadian constituents and their political

representatives work out their political problems, and how each
system may benefit from the other.
Paul Lovejoy, co-chair of the 1994 Local Arrangements Commit
tee gave the following report:
We have been a little slow getting started, and we face some
funding problems. Though Ontario has been hit hard by the re
cession and is in austerity mode, we seem to be making some
progress.
1. The reception has not been our highest priority. It will
probably be a cash bar, but we hope to have something to eat.
There is an outside chance that the University of Toronto will of
fer to host it at the university, a 10-minute subway ride from the
hotel.
2. We have been promised some assistance from the Ontario
Anti-Racism Secretariat for the Teachers' Workshops. A commit
tee chaired by George Dei from the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education and made up largely of local educators has begun
work. Tentatively, the workshops are planned for Thursday eve
ning, Friday evening and Saturday of the conference. This sched
uling is largely because budget constraints make released time for
teachers very unlikely.
3. The Royal Ontario Museum is planning an small exhibit of
pieces from their holdings.
4. Cinematheque Ontario is planning a retrospective on Africa
film. Cinematheque is the major outlet for films that the commer
cial cinemas ignore. They have a very fine theater at the Art Gal
lery of Ontario, which is a short walk from the Royal York Hotel.
Delegates to the ASA meeting will be able to attend at the mem
bers' rate, which is CAN $4.30. The retrospective will be about 10
days, but that will include the days of our conference. They are
doing all of the bookings, but we have promised to try to bring in
several directors. If the International Visitors' Program is still op
erating, we might want to use it for this purpose, depending on
how successful we are in finding other sources of funding.
5. Paul Zeleza and Canadian Artists Network-Black Artists in
Action (CAN-BAIA) are planning a series of readings by African
writers. So far, it has not been funded. Ayanna Black, a local poet
and the President of CAN-BAIA, would also like to launch a book
of Afro-Canadian writing during the conference. The readings
will be at Harbourfront, a lakefront site a short walk from the ho
tel. Prospects of funding seem fairly solid right now for the read
ings.
6. A leading East German student of African theater will be at
the Graduate Center for the Study of Drama next year. The direc
tor of the Center would like to put on an African play, perhaps a
Soyinka play. This is in the very earliest phase.
One of the reasons for having some of the events outside the
hotel is to interest members of the community in the conference.
Fred Case, the principal of New College at the University of To
ronto, is also hoping to organize some events in Afro-Canadian
community centers. We should have an office operational in the
late spring or early summer months with a computer, a telephone,
and hopefully an E-Mail address. Right now, our budget for op
erational expenses is not solid. It will, at best, involve one part
time person.
The Panels and Local Arrangement Committees are considering
some names for the 1994 Bashorun M.K.O. Abiola Lecture. A rec
ommendation will be presented to the Board at its Spring meet
ing.

The chair of the 1993 National Panels Committee, David New
bury, made a number of suggestions for future meetings. (a)
There should be a clear line of communication between the
Board, the organizing committees, and the ASA membership as a
way of clearing some of the misunderstandings members have
about ASA policies. (b) We should continue to cultivate the inter
est of younger scholars by giving them a specific forum to ex
press their views. (c) The economists and ecologists panels went
well, and should be encouraged to continue their participation.
(d) The Board policy on panels size should be reviewed to ac
count for increasing membership ties outside our primary schol
arly community, and the increasing interest of younger scholars.
(e) ASA coordinate organizations tend to believe that whatever
number of panels they propose will be automatically accepted.
The Board policy should be clearly communicated to them. (0
There should be a clear policy on evaluating papers and if there
should be a blind review or not. It is also important to include
Africans on all panels.
The Board passed a motion by Donald Crummey, seconded by
Hyden, that the ASA President write to the heads of the various
institutions and agencies of the members serving the ASA in vari
ous capacities and thank them for the contribution of their faculty
or staff to the ASA.
Robinson moved, and Brown seconded, a motion that the Exec
utive Director write to coordinate organizations and explain the
policy on paper / panel proposals and acceptance. The motion
passed.

5. Meetings with Sponsored Groups
Arts Council of the ASA
Simon Ottenberg reported that Rowland Abiodun is the new
President of ACASA. The extension of the ASA Endowment
Grant campaign to July 1995 is disruptive for the fund raising pro
gram of ACASA. The Board agreed that ACASA should go
ahead and begin its fundraising activities but check with Walsh
to make sure that their targets do not conflict with those of the
ASA. The Board also agreed that ACASA should go ahead with
its present plans to meet the two-third ASA membership require
ments for sponsored organizations.
Women's Caucus
Judith Byfield and Margot Lovett reported that the Women's
Caucus Directory which lists the names of people willing to serve
as mentors for graduate students is now available. There is also a
speaker's bureau for those interested in Africana women's stud
ies. There are plans to devote a special issue of the African Studies
Review to African women. Also in the pipeline is a bibliography
on women and gender being coordinated by Cora Presley.
Cheryl Johnson-Odim presented a number of requests on be
half of the Women's Caucus. The Caucus would like to have the
announcement for their membership drive included with that of
the ASA membership; a name was suggested for the Abiola lec
ture; will the Caucus have priority consideration for some inter
national visitors it is considering for the International Visitors
Program? Alpers suggested that if the Caucus could have its
members contribute money to the Endowment campaign, such
money would be specifically targeted to meet the needs of the
Women's Caucus. The Caucus should also identify potential do-
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nors that the Board can target for specific projects.
The question of child care was also raised. Johnson-Odim sug
gested that the Local Organizing Committee should look into the
possibility of child care provision at future meetings.
Africana Librarians Council
Nancy J. Schmidt raised two issues: the need for an ASA award
ceremony and reception for the winner of the Conover-Porter
award and other ASA awards, and participation of the Council in
a special event related to its and the ASA's 40th anniversary in
1997. A discussion of an ASA award ceremony and reception will
be held at the spring 1994 board meeting. An appropriate event
marking the Council's 40th anniversary will be discussed when
the program for the Norfolk meeting is planned.
Robinson suggested that, except for the Herskovits Award, all
ASA awards could be presented at the end of the business meet
ing. He will present a proposal on this suggestion to the Board at
the spring meeting.
Outreach Council
Maureen Eke thanked the ASA Board for its generous financial
support of the Outreach Council's Textbook review project. So far,
they have identified about 73 textbooks to be reviewed. The re
view will look at the Africa-content of the Social Studies "world
history, " world geography," and "world cultures"sections. Their
target date for publication is March 1994, and arrangements are
being made with the African Studies Center, Michigan State Uni
versity for publication. John Metzler is coordinating this project.
At the Outreach Council's meeting, they discussed several is
sues concerning the future of Outreach programs. The council felt
that to expand its focus and impact, it was necessary to encourage
other Africanist scholars to become involved in outreach. It was
decided that a list of scholars and educators who have been sym
pathetic to outreach programs, or who may wish to participate in
future outreach programs was essential. The Council proposed
generating such a list with the assistance of the ASA. A mentor
ing program, pairing teachers according to subjects with African
ist scholars in their areas was also suggested.
The Outreach Council awarded its second Children's Book
award to David Wisniewski for his re-telling and illustration of
the Sundiata epic under the title, Sundiata: The Lion King. The
Council also suggested: 1) publication of a A Bibliography of Recom
mended Resources on Africa for Schools to be coordinated by Brenda
Randolph of Africa Access, 2) publishing a series of articles on
"hot" topics, such as Somalia, Sudan, AIDS in Africa, African eco
nomic and political crises to assist teachers with materials for in
troducing these topics to their students, and 3) publishing a
teachers' guide to the Basil Davidson Africa series. Edward Alp
ers, the ASA President, suggested that the Outreach Council
could explore the availablity of such information in bulletin
boards across the United States.
Current Issues Council
Bill Martin reported that some CIC panels proposed for the
meeting in Boston ~ould not go ahead because some African par
ticipants expected in Boston did not arrive. Crummey commend
ed Martin for his effort in putting together a panel of exclusively
African scholars from the continent despite the difficulties of
bringing them to Boston.
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7. Electronic Technology Group
Richard Chowning presented a request from the Electronic
Technology Group for sponsored group status with the ASA.
The Board advised him to send a list of ETG members to the sec
retariat for verification that the group meets the criteria for spon
sored status. Brown advised that in the event of approval of
ETG's request, all materials published by ETG should be dearly
identified as not being from the ASA. Walsh moved, and Parson
seconded, a motion that the Executive Committee should act on
behalf of the Board after additional materials from ETG have
been verified. The motion passed.

6. Boren Bill
Sheridan Johns (AASP representative) reported on the current
status of the Boren Bill and presented a memo from David Wiley
on the National Security Education Program. (text on pg 28)
Donald Crummey suggested that if we are to maintain our op
position to the Boren Bill it is important for the ASA to recognize
and address the concerns of historically black universities and
colleges. Carolyn Brown suggested that historically black colleges
should be included in the ongoing plans. She will lead a discus
sion at the Spring meeting on the specific approach that will be
more appropriate to historically black colleges.
Robinson noted that the ASA has been consistently ignored by
NSEP administrators despite the many representations we have
made to the agency. We should reaffirm our opposition to the al
location of the program in the Department of Defense, and sup
port any discussion aimed at relocating the program and putting
the fund elsewhere. After a discussion of the current situation,
the Board asked Jack Parson, Carolyn Brown and Donald Crum
mey to draft a resolution, to be finally approved by the Executive
Committee, reaffirming the Board's opposition to the location of
the Program in Department of Defense and supporting discus
sions to locate it elsewhere.
Hyden moved, seconded by Parson, a motion that the African
Studies Association recommend continued affirmation of our po
sition on the Boren Bill issue through our representatives in
Washington, DC and that whatever Gwendolyn Mikell is doing
in connection with this is the bidding of the Association. The mo
tion passed.

7. Report of the Treasurer
Carol Eastman reiterated her concern over the current deficit of
the Association. Our Endowment income will fall below expect
ed levels because of the fluctuation in investment market; staff
salaries are higher than was budgeted for, while the audio-visual
equipment provided for the Boston meeting is $6,000.00 over
budget. Although we are likely to smooth out some of this deficit
due to the high meeting registration this year, we must take spe
cific steps to ensure that we hold expenses within limits.

8. Outgoing Treasurer - Joseph Miller
Before the meeting adjourned, the Board thanked the outgoing
Treasurer, Joseph Miller, for his services to the Association and
commended his institution, the University of Virginia, Charlottes
ville, for making it possible for Miller to serve the ASA.

BUSINESS MEETING
Saturday, December 4,1993,5:15 pm
The Westin Hotel, Boston
1. Installation of the New President
David Robinson opened the meeting and handed over
the proceedings to the new ASA President, Edward "Ned"
Alpers. Alpers thanked Robinson for his service to the As
sociation and expressed the hope that Robinson's work
with the ASA will be even more needed in his capacity as
past president. Alpers also thanked Boston University and
the staff and faculty of the African Studies Center in Boston
University. He thanked the co-chairs of the Local Organiz
ing Committee, Jim McCann and Jim Pritchett, for the im
pressive arrangements they made for the meeting; the staff
of the Center, particularly Maddie Goodwin who seemed
to be everywhere at once during the meeting; the Coordina
tor of the Outreach Program, Barbara Brown, for an excel
lent workshop for the Boston area teachers; and the Boston
University students who volunteered their help with all as
pects of the meeting.
Alpers thanked the University of North Carolina for the
support it provided to the 1993 Panels Committee Chair,
David Newbury. He said the splendid work of David
Newbury and the Panels Committee is evident in the high
quality panels that are represented at the meeting.
He thanked the staff of the ASA secretariat in Atlanta for
helping the Association move along without a hitch and for
helping coordinate the work of various units involved in
planning the meeting.
Our International Visitors program is funded through
our Endowment which the Ford Foundation generously
contributed to, making it possible for us to bring seven Af
rican scholars to the meeting. Alpers thanked the Ford
Foundation and other supporters of the International Visi
tors Program.
Alpers thanked the United States Information Agency
whose support of the Fulbright scholars enabled thirty-nine
of them to come to Boston. He thanked Nancy Searles,
Chief for Africa in the Academic Exchanges Division of the
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the USIA
and Christine Djondo of the Council for International Ex
change of Scholars. USIA funding also made it possible for
our Distinguished Africanist, Professor Jacob Ajayi, to par
ticipate in the meeting and to remain longer in the US to
perform other academic obligations.
Finally, Alpers thanked Robert LaGamma, Curtis Huff,
and Daniel Whitman of the USIA for communicating with
posts abroad, and the US Cultural Officers in various mis
sions abroad for their help.
2. Report of the Executive Director (presented by David
Iyam)
The past year has been a busy and exciting one particularly be

cause of the preparations for the Boston meetings. Part of the ex
citement started for us last February when the secretariat staff
visited Boston to negotiate space for the meeting. It was a good
time to visit Boston because it gave me a fair idea what the
weather conditions are like at about this time of the year. I be
lieve most of us brought our gloves and coats as I advised in one
of the issues of ASA News. During our visit, the Boston Univer
sity African Studies Center was already in the middle of organiz
ing things for this meeting and I am glad that they were able to
sustain that effort despite some of the challenges they faced only
a few weeks ago. We thank Jim McCann, Jim Pritchett, and their
team for the success we are experiencing so far.
As of last week we have recorded 2256 individual member
ships for the 1993 calendar year. Our lifetime membership is now
45, an increase of 14 over last year's figure. This increase may
partly be due to our appeal at the beginning of the year for life
time membership; we will continue to do so this year and re
mind members that a portion of lifetime membership dues
counts as a contribution to the ASA Endowment. Our member
ship has not dropped off despite the tough economic times, al
though we could use a stronger response from members to our
fund-raising effort for the ASA Endowment through the Chal
lenge Grant Campaign.
Shortly before Edna Bay went on sabbatical, she was able to
sign a contract with the San Francisco Hyatt to host the ASA
meeting in 1996. We are doing our best to keep down hotel room
rates, although higher rates continue to reflect present realities.
Last August, I visited Norfolk, Virginia, the site of our 1997 meet
ing. We are currently negotiating terms with the two hotels that
will serve as co-hosts of the meeting.
I am glad to announce that the 8th edition of the Directory of
African and Afriam-American Studies in the US is on display at our
exhibit booth. Also on display is Africa Access Review of K-12 Ma
leruds. These are two books that will make very special gifts for
your friends and your school Hbrarians, but please don't leave
here without getting or ordering copies for yourselves. We have
two other publications coming out this winter: the third volume
of Janet Stanley's The Arts of Africa and Rita Headrick's Colonial
ism, Health and Illness in French Equatorial Africa.
This past year, a number of scholars from Africa visiting At
lanta dropped by the secretariat to exchange ideas with us and
also talk about some of the ways members of the Association can
help them. One persistent request is for books to be donated to
their institutions in Africa. As you know, the ASA has funds
available to assist groups of individuals with shipping costs for
books donated to African schools and libraries. You can call our
office for more information on this.
This year we are able to sponsor seven scholars from the
Cameroons, Rwanda, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, and Uganda to attend
this meeting. The number is, of course, lower than we would
like to bring from Africa but our effort is limited by how much
money our Endowment yields. Also we are co-sponsoring, with
theUSIA, the attendance of 39 Fulbright scholars to the meeting.
For us to continue sustaining or increasing the number of inter
national visitors, I appeal again to our members to chip in some
thing soon after your Christmas purchases.

3. Report of the Treasurer (presented by Joseph Miller)
Miller reported that our Association is growing and
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changing in both its character and the demands for servic
es. The processes for managing these various changes have
become more complex and expensive. We have expanded
our services by hiring more staff, financial advisers have
been retained to advise on how to invest our funds, and
meeting registration fees have been increased to support
these escalating needs. These new expenses have resulted
in a modest deficit of about $7,000.00, but we hope to
smooth this out because we will not be investing as much
in member services as we have done in previous years.
4. Report of the Nominating Committee (presented by
Ned Alpers)
Alpers reported that the Nominating Committee has
nominated the following names for the 1994 ASA elections:
Vice President - Iris Berger, (History) SUNY-Albany; Abena
Busia, (English) Rutgers
Directors - Sondra Hale, (Anthropology) UCLA/California
State University Northridge; Robert Harms, (History) Yale
University; Isidore Okpewho, (Literature) SUNY
Binghamton; Marina Ottaway, Georgetown University;
William Siegmann, (History) The Brooklyn Museum; and
Louis Wilson, (History) Smith College.
Alpers thanked members of the Nominating Committee,
Ruby Bell-Gam, Joel Barkan, Kate Ezra, and Deborah Mack,
for their work on the committee.
5. Report of the Elections Committee (presented by David
Iyam)
Iyam thanked members of the 1993 Elections Committee,
Alexandra Tibbetts of CARE-RDU and Ismail Abdullahi of
Clark Atlanta University. Winners were Vice President,
Goran Hyden; Board, Carolyn Brown, Robert Bates, and
Nancy Schmidt.
6. Report of the Development Committee (presented by
Goran Hyden)
Hyden reported that our Endowment Campaign needs
to raise $500,000.00 for funding the International Visitors
Program, Publications, and the Outreach projects. With the
help of the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH), we have been able to raise $390,000.00. Our mem
bers have made a significant contribution to the campaign
but the bulk of our contributions come from non-ASA
members. Bashorun M.K.O. Abiola of Nigeria gave us
$50,000.00. Professor Ali Mazrui, who was instrumental in
securing that fund, will give the first Abiola lecture at this
meeting. We have continued to make contacts with select
corporations in order to raise more money; we will ap
proach them over the next few months with specific fund
ing projects.
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7. Report of the Finance Committee (presented by Gwen
dolyn Mikell)
There is a drop in our institutional membership, al
though our individual membership has increased signifi
cantly. Annual meeting costs are going up and the audio
visual requirements are biting deeply into our budget. We
will hold down our budget in the coming months and
work with people requesting audio-visual equipment on
how to hold down costs. We are considering other uses
for our Endowment income which now virtually goes to
sponsoring our International Visitors Program. We will be
relying on sponsors of International Visitors to work with
their various institutions to supplement the cost of bring
ing International Visitors.
8. Tribute to Absalom Vilakazi
Edward Alpers reported the death, in Switzerland, of
the 1974 ASA president, Absalom Vilakazi. Members of
the Association expressed their sympathy for the family of
Professor Vilakazi. Virginia Nyabongo, a retired Professor
of French at the Tennessee State University, said she was
familiar with much of the works of Professor Vilakazi and
was sorry to learn of his death.
9. Reports of Sponsored Groups
Arts Council of the ASA (presented by Simon Ottenberg)
ACASA will embark on a membership drive in 1994.
About 500 people attended its meeting in Iowa although
only about half of those were members of the Council.
ACASA is changing its system of nominating members to
its Board in order to make it more inclusive and member
based. ACASA is also working on a code of ethics govern
ing the acquisition and selling of African artifacts.
Africana Librarians Council
(Presented by Nancy J. Schmidt)
The Africana Librarians Council meets twice a year in
the spring, this year at Michigan State University, and
with ASA at its annual meeting in the fall. We have at
tempted to extend formal ties to other organizations this
year and have appointed liaisons to the American Library
Association (ALA) Black Caucus, ALA African-Asian Sec
tion, and Zimbabwe Book Fair. We also have written to 49
African library associations to try to establish a regular ex
change of information with them, and in anticipation of a
conference we are planning for our 40th anniversary in
1997, in which we hope to involve African as well as Euro
pean colleagues in a discussion of major issues for Afri
cana librarianship in the next 40 years. A commi ttee is
planning and seeking funding for the conference, which
will be held at the Library of Congress in the spring of
1997. We also have appointed a strategic planning com

mittee, and will have an initial discussion of our future pri
orities at our spring 1994 meeting at Duke University.
We continue to support the establishment of a Library of
Congress (LC) West Africa Office, which still has not re
ceived full funding, and have written to Winston Tabb, at
LC, on this matter. Although no additional funding for the
West Africa office was requested for the next fiscal year, we
are encouraged that funding for the LC East Africa Office
in Nairobi has not been cut extensively when funding for
other regional overseas offices was cut and all of the acqui
sitions lists have been discontinued except for the East Afri
ca list. We also are concerned with efforts of the US. De
partment of Education to eliminate funding for Title II and
Title VI library programs, and have written to Dale Kildee
and our local congressional representatives on this issue.
We have responded to an Association of Research Librar
ies (ARL) request to survey the acquisition of materials
from Africa by research libraries, as part of a larger ARL
project aimed at improving future access to materials. A
general survey of selected member institutions, with Sene
gal and Nigeria as case studies, has been completed. At
our meeting on Friday we discussed a second ARL request
to survey the acquisition of materials from South Africa,
and have decided that it is not appropriate to carry out an
other project until it is clear what action will be taken by
ARL as a result of the first project which has just been com
pleted.
Our Cataloging Committee continues to work with rele
vant staff at the Library of Congress on issues of mutual
concern including increasing and documenting language
codes for African languages; revising the DT African histo
ry classification schedule for LC cataloging; and revising
the sections of the Dewey classification schedule for Afri
can languages and Islam. Related issues under discussion
include geographic area codes for LC subject headings and
the Romanization of Amharic language materials, which
have been inconSistently Romanized in the past. The Chair
of the Committee made a survey of the African language
holdings of member institutions, in how much detail Afri
can language materials are cataloged, what percentage of
holdings are cataloged on-line, and what percentage re
main in uncataloged backlogs with minimal or no public
access.
The Bibliography Committee completed a discussion of
reference sources that need to be updated and made a rec
ommendation to the ASA Publications Committee earlier
this year. It has revised procedures for the Conover-Porter
Award, the Council's biannual bibliographic award, and
urges ASA to provide a venue for formal announcement of
the winner and a reception where ASA members may meet
the winner, along with winners of the other ASA awards.
The committee has discussed the cancellation of serials by
member libraries; the inability of member libraries to sub
scribe to all the new African serials that are being pub

lished; the elimination of government publications depart
ments in some libraries, and its impact on Africana hold
ings; and the reduction in foreign language holdings from
Europe in some libraries (which is a national trend due to
rising costs of materials and shrinking library budgets).
The committee will prepare a formal statement to the li
brary profession on the merger of reference and govern
ment publications departments and its impact on the ac
cess to materials.
The Title VI institutions have prepared a proposal for a
cooperative acquisitions trip to Senegal to arrange for the
microfilming of archival materials and for subscriptions to
current newspapers which will be microfilmed by CAMP,
the Cooperative Africana Microform Project, and available
from the Center for Research Libraries. Other new cooper
ative projects, also related to the microfilming of materials
for CAMP, include the acquisition of Tanzanian newspa
pers in Swahili and 10 newspapers in English and French
related to multiparty democracy in East and West African
countries.
Members of the Council continue ongoing bibliographic
projects supported by the Council including the Joint Ac
quisitions List of Africana, which now has subject and coun
try access since its computerization in 1990, lists of docto
ral dissertations which are published regularly in ASA
News, and an annual list of reference sources which is pub
lished in the African Book Publishing Record.
These are very challenging times for the institutions rep
resented on the Council. Library budgets are not keeping
up with inflation, at some institutions they are being cut
dramatically, and at the Library of Congress, which has
long provided many services nationwide, cuts in budget
and staff have reduced services previously provided, in
creased the cost of some services currently prOvided, and
forced LC to initiate more cooperative arrangements with
other libraries. The Council anticipates dealing with the
impact of fiscal restraints, not only for a few years, but for
the rest of this decade, as we attempt to keep US collec
tions of Africana as strong as they have been in the past.
Women's Caucus (presented by Cora Presley)
Cora Presley reported that the Women's Caucus seeks to
promote the study of gender within the various disci
plines represented in the Association, ensure an active and
representative role for women Africanists within the Asso
ciation, and develop links between the Association and
women in Africa. At their business meeting last Novem
ber, members set out the following activities to be accom
plished:
1) to create a mentoring network,
2) to encourage dialogue on issues of gender,
3) to send books to libraries and programs in Africa,
4) to sponsor the first roundtables on gender issues at
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ASA,and
5) to make more efforts to include graduate students as
panelists on Caucus panels.
The first annual roundtables sponsored by the Caucus
were begun. Two Women's Caucus roundtables were ac
cepted by the ASA program committee: "Feminist Theoreti
cal Perspectives and African Women" (chaired by Jane Par
part); and "Health, Traditional Medicine, and Healing
Policies Affecting Women in Africa" (chaired by Jean Davi
son). Four other panels organized by Caucus members and
sponsored by the Caucus appear on the 1993 program.
Their second goal of creating a medium through which
members could assist emerging scholars in their research
was also successful. Through the collaborative efforts of the
co-conveners and Beverly Hawk, a mentor directory was
finished.
Their major networking vehicle is the newsletter which is
financed from memberShip dues. Their treasurer reports
that the current account balance is $UXlO. Three issues of
the newsletter were produced this year, reporting on ASA
1992 events, soliciting responses for inclusion in the mentor
directory, including a jobs/call for papers section and re
porting on other special events. Their membership lists in
clude over 240 persons and institutions in Africa, Canada,
Europe and the US. Complimentary copies of the newslet
ter are sent to scholars and women's studies programs in
Africa.
At the suggestion of a member of the ASA Board, they
have begun to pursue the possibility of a special issue of
the African Studies Review devoted to African women.
Christine Sylvester has volunteered to be co-editor with
Omoflabo Ajayi-Soyinka. Preliminary planning of this is
sue has gotten positive indications of interest in sponsoring
a special conference on African women at the University of
Arizona. A formal proposal will be submitted to them this
year. A formal proposal for an African Studies Review issue
will be presented to the ASA Board in the next few months
and a call for papers will be issued in the February 1994
newsletter.
The Caucus also serves the purpose of answering ques
tions members and non-members have about the ASA and
issues of gender. This year a number of people lodged com
plaints with the co-conveners about the limited extent to
which gender issues are represented in the ASA panels and
papers. Typical complaints were that though panels had
Caucus sponsorship, they were rejected by the program
committee and that the program committee reconstituted
panels. Their primary goal is to network and serve as a
support group for those interested in Africana women's
studies. To this purpose, it has been proposed that the Cau
cus begin a speakers' bureau service. Plans for this will be
pursued at the next business meeting.
A final activity is the establishment of linkages between
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African women, visiting scholars and members of the As
sociation. The Caucus has begun a practice of hosting Af
rican Fulbright visitors who are interested in Africana
women's studies. They hope to establish a revolving fund
so that every visiting Fulbright can receive a complimen
tary ticket to the annual Women's Caucus brunch. A do
nation also enabled them to purchase a limited number of
books and ship them to women scholars in Africa.
Outreach Council
Regarding ASA 1994 in Toronto, the Outreach Council
agreed that responsibilities for organizing teacher work
shops should be left to the host institutions. It was decid
ed, however, that African Outreach Centers in the USA
would help only if such requests came from the Canadian
host institutions. The Council suggested that it would
need financial support to encourage Brenda Randolph to
produce the proposed bibliography of resources.
Also, the Council indicated that John Metzler and
Maureen Eke had discussed with Betsy Barlow of the
Middle East and North African Studies Center at the Uni
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, the possibility of a collab
orative textbook project on Sudan and the Maghreb.
Again, the possibility of requesting financial support from
the ASA Endowment was indicated. The Council again
reiterated its call for more Africanist scholar participation
on Outreach workshops at the ASA annual conferences.
The Council suggested collaborative workshop sessions
between Outreach coordinators and Africanist scholars at
ASA annual conferences as a possible approach to encour
aging Africanists' participation.
Current Issues Council
Bill Martin, the Chair of the CIC, reported that in 1991,
the newly restructured Current Issues Council proposed
to concentrate upon a single theme, which it saw as being
central to the future of the study of Africa: how the schol
arly community can best respond in the coming decade to
the challenges confronting the reconstruction of "Africa"
and "African Studies." It included in this a consideration
of the very subject matter and paradigms of the field; de
mands across the country for the revision of the defining
attributes of Africa, African curricula, and programs; re
sponses to the increasingly difficult conditions for schol
ars on the continent; and the character of the scholarly
community in the US itself.
This year as during last year, the council has been in
volved in sponsoring a number of presentations at the an
nual conference related to these subjects. These include
two panels, 'The African Diaspora and the Study of Afri
ca: The ASA from Montreal (1960) to Boston (1993)" and
"Recasting the Study of Africa" and one roundtable, "Afri
cans, African-Americans and African Studies: Assessing

the Past-and the Future."
These themes have been diffused across the program of
this year's meetings, including many additional individual
presentations by CIC members. Members have also been
pursuing the Council's work in other arenas, including pre
senting material at, and organizing, conferences on related
issues.
The CIC intends, in the coming year, to assess their work
amidst this larger interest, in order to pinpoint key areas
for further development.
The Council is also undertaking to compile a special edi
tion of Issue, which will bring together the best and most
appropriate (for Issue) presentations to the readership.
The membership of the Council remains the same: Ibra
him Abdullah; Merle Bowen; Carolyn Brown; Ed Ferguson;
Sid Lemelle; Bill Martin, Chair; Julius Nyang'oro; Ahmed
Sikianga; Gloria Waite; and Oaude Welch, Chair, Human
Rights Sub-Committee.

10. Other Business
A petition was submitted to the Association by Wosene
Yefru and Tibebu Mola on the state of academic freedom in
Ethiopia. Donald Crummey reported on the ongoing efforts
by concerned scholars in the US and members of the ASA
to call attention to the dismissal of faculty from Addis Aba
ba University. Alpers added that the ASA Board had sent a
letter on behalf of the Association to the Assistant Secretary
of State for Africa, George Moose and the US Ambassador
to Ethiopia, Mark Baas. The letter is reproduced in this is
sue of ASA News. The Board will continue to affirm this
position and target more people to whom we will continue
to express our concern.
Professor Gloria T. Emeagwali expressed disappoint
ment over the constitution of panels for the Boston meet
ing. The chair of the National Panels Committee, Professor
David Newbury, explained the criteria for paper accep
tance and the principles guiding the reconstitution of some
panels. He reminded sponsored organizations of the ASA
that although they can propose up to two panels for the
ASA meeting, those panels still have to go through the nor
mal review process just as other proposals and their accep
tance is not automatic.

ASA BOARD RESOLUTION ON
THE BOREN BILL
The Board of Directors of the African Studies Associa
tion continues to welcome initiatives strengthening inter
national and area studies education as symbolized by the
intent of the Boren legislation. The Board also welcomes ef
forts to widen and diverSify the institutional infrastructure
of international area studies education, especially efforts
inclusive of historically black colleges and universities.
However, the Board of Directors of the African Studies
Association reaffirms its very strong objection to the stated
defense and intelligence purposes of the National Security
Education Act, the consequent composition of the govern
ing board, and the location of control over the program in
the Department of Defense. At the same time, the Board of
Directors of the African Studies Association supports re
cent discussions suggesting possible alternative control
centers, such as that contained in the "reinventing govern
ment" proposal, and urges continuation of those dicussions
in order to achieve a consensus on a location for this pro
gram outside the Department of Defense and association
intelligence agencies.

Him a eleher man wha' eIln drive 'way hungry with war
kin' him jaw.
He is a clever man who can drive away hunger by
working his jaw.
Jamaica proverbs, collected by Martha Beckwith,
Vassar College Field-work in Folk-lore, No.4, 1925.

ASA Text Prize Finalist
On page 5 of the final program of our 36th An
nual Meeting in Boston, we inadvertently left out
from the list of finalists for the ASA Text Prize
award the book, An Afrielln American in South Afri
ca: The Travel Notes of Ralph Bunche, Athens: Ohio
University Press, 1992, by Robert Edgar. Our
apologies to the author and publishers of the text.
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DISTINGUISHED AFRICANIST AWARD
The African Studies Association offers a Distinguished
Africanist Award in recognition of lifetime distinguished
contributions to African studies. Presented at the annual
meeting, the award consists of a lifetime membership in
the African Studies Association.
Any member of the Association is eligible to propose a
candidate for the Distinguished Africanist Award. The
nomination must include a vitae of the nominee, a detailed
letter of nomination justifying the candidature in terms of
the criteria for the Award, and three similar letters from
ASA members seconding the nomination. At least two of
the latter must be affilated with institutions other than that
of the nominee. The complete dossier of the candidate
must be submitted to the secretariat of the Association by
15 March 1994 for 1994 consideration.
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Criteria for the Award are the distinction of contribu
tion to Africanist scholarship, as measured by a lifetime of
accomplishment and service in the field of African studies.
Contributions to scholarship within and without the aca
demic community are considered.
The selection committee for the Award is composed of
the Past President, the President, the Vice President, and
two ASA members designated by the Executive Commit
tee of the ASA Board of Directors. The recommendation of
the selection committee is presented to the Board of Direc
tors at its spring meeting and the final choice is made by
the Board.
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MAKING WAR
AND

WAGING PEACE
FOREIGN INTERVENTION
IN AFRICA
DAVID R. SMOCK, EDITOR
This richly detailed volume focuses on the role and effectiveness of external intervention in sub
Saharan Africa, primarily during the 1980s. The authors include a range of Western and African
scholars and policymakers-Samuel Amoo, Chester Crocker, Rrach Gregorian, Paul Henze, Ann
Mosely Lesch, Christopher Mitchell, Daniel Papp, Alain Rouvez, Witney Schneidman, David
Smock, and Abiodun Williams.
December 1993 _ 288 pp. _ 6 x 9
$32.95 (cloth) _ 1-878379-29-1 •
$19.95 (paper) _ 1-878379-28-3

UNITED STATES INSTITUTE OF PEACE PRESS
For order information, call toll free }-800-537-9359
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US Environmental
Policy and Africa:
Challenges and
Realities
The following keynote address was given by George E. Moose,
Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, at the African
Studies Association Annual Meeting in Boston, December 6,
1993.
Members of the African Studies Association, honored
guests, good evening. As someone who has sat on the oth
er side of this podium, admiring the work of so many of
you over the years, let me say that it is an honor to give the
keynote address before this year's meeting of the African
Studies Association.
In my role as assistant secretary, I am often called on to
talk on Africa. However, I rarely have the opportunity to
speak to such a familiar and knowledgeable audience. I
have been fortunate to have met most of you in one form or
another throughout my career. And hence, I come here
with great comfort and pride, because indeed the greatest
honor bestowed on one is the esteem of one's friends. So I
thank you for the invitation.
Having read over the program, I recognized many sub
jects very familiar to those who have been observing Africa
for the last three decades. At the same time, I was intrigued
and fascinated by the host of new titles that point to new
African realities.
In much the same way, looking at the Clinton adminis
tration's policy toward Africa, you are likely to recognize
some familiar themes; but you will also find some new di
mensions and emphases.
These new policy dimensions reflect a new global agen
da, one that has recently emerged forcefully and clearly
from the shadows of the cold war. Frankly, they make our
task more complicated. Beginning in the summer of 1993, I
participated in a State Department management study-the
State 2000 Task Force-that offered recommendations re
garding the management of US foreign policy in the post
cold-war era. That study concluded that far greater atten
tion was needed to transnational issues.
The issues we have in mind affect not only Africa, but
the rest of the world. They are, in fact, global issues be
cause they transcend national boundaries and the capacity
of any single nation to address them alone. As Secretary of
State Warren Christopher has said, "This administration is
placing an unmistakable emphasis on these pressing global
concerns." The State Department is in the process of creat

ing a new position-the Undersecretary for Global Affairs.
The president has nominated former senator Tim Wirth to
be the first holder of that job. The intention is to place
these global issues-issues such as terrorism, narcotics, ref
ugees, population growth and the environment-squarely
where they belong: in the mainstream of American foreign
policy.
Nowhere is the need for a change in approach more evi
dent than in our policy toward Africa. As elaborated over
the last several months, the administration's policy is driv
en by three overriding goals:
First, to support African efforts to establish democratic
governments and institutions. We intend to use our influ
ence to achieve real democracy throughout the continent,
stressing transparent governance, the rule of law and re
spect for human rights;
Second, to bring our influence and diplomatic skills to
bear in promoting an end to the many conflicts and crises
which continue to plague the continent;
And third, to encourage sustainable development and
economic growth so that people can aspire to better lives
for themselves and their children.
In Africa, as elsewhere, what we seek are partners who
are fully able to assume their rightful role and responsibili
ties in the international community. For that, we need
governments that can represent and speak on behalf of
their citizens, that can make commitments and fulfill them
elaborate strategies and implement them.
'
Contained within these three broad goals, and especial
ly the last, is the recognition that, for there to be stable
partners in Africa we must pay far more attention to a host
of dramatic, long-term transnational trends that affect the
continent. If we do not, efforts to build democracy and
forge sound economic structures in Africa run the risk of
being overwhelmed. The important gains achieved so far,
in democratization and economic reform, may be lost. If
we ignore these issues, they will later return, compounded
and more costly.
For Africa, many of these issues are of immediate, ur
gent concern. The importance of these issues has forced us
to rethink the organization of the Africa Bureau. In order
to give them the attention they merit, one of our three dep
uty assistant secretaries-Prudence Bushnell-has as
sumed full-time responsibility for a portfolio that closely
mirrors that of Under Secretary Wirth.
The challenge for those of us at the State Department
working on African issues is how to handle the daily crises
which confront the African continent, and yet reserve re
sources, energy and time enough to deal with these longer
term, global trends. Ours, frankly, is the challenge of inte
grating this emerging understanding of the transnational,
issues into traditional bilateral thinking and diplomacy.
Make no mistake about it, transnational issues are already
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influencing diplomacy. Today, we cannot pursue democ
ratization without considering population growth. We
cannot make plans for development without considering
the environment. We cannot discuss peacekeeping mis
sions without considering how AIDS affect the deploy
ment of troops.
What I'd like to do this evening is focus attention on
several African transnational and environmental issues, ex
amine a handful of realities we need to accept, and briefly
review the role we see for the US government as we at
tempt to help Africa confront its environmental and eco
logical problems.
Africa, we all know, is a continent of awesome resourc
es. It is also a continent that faces enormous environmen
tal challenges, including deforestation, desertification, loss
of biodiversity, and degradation of water resources. Oose
ly linked to these ecological problems are issues of popula
tion and health. Studies conducted by the United Nations
Environmental Program indicate that since 1980, the total
acreage of Africa's forests has declined by nearly two per
cent a year. In Madagascar, perhaps as much as four-fifths
of the area in which tropical forest once flourished has
been cleared and much of it lost to severe land degrada
tion.
These forest losses have been accompanied by desertifi
cation and land degradation. This has become a problem
throughout Africa and is the dominant environmental
threat in the Sahel. Inherent soil deficiencies, overgrazing
and unfavorable weather patterns contribute to the prob
lem, as does variability of rainfall which can cause erosion
of soils that are already shallow. Between 1984 and 1990,
land degradation in some parts of the Sahel caused Millet
and Sorghum yields to drop from around 125 kilograms
per hectare to less than 50 kilograms per hectare.
Africa's development is also closely tied to the use of
water resources. The Nile, the Niger, the Zaire and numer
ous smaller rivers are, potentially, major resources for irri
gation of crops and generation of hydroelectric power.
Rivers and lakes can support fisheries to help feed the re
gion's burgeoning population. Wells and streams are di
rect sources of potable water for thousands of African vil
lages and towns. Unfortunately, environmental
degradation, misuse of water resources and poor manage
ment of catchment areas are eroding these resources and
hampering Africa's efforts to realize its development po
tential.
Deforestation, desertification and the degradation of
water resources are trends that also threaten Africa's re
markable biodiversity. As land is misused, critical habitats
for wild plants and animals are lost. Nevertheless, Africa
still contains a wealth of biodiversity. In much of the rest
of the world, it may be too late to stem the loss of plant
and animal species. In most of Africa, however, the oppor
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tunity still exists to secure these resources and their long
term economic and environmental benefits. We cannot al
low this opportunity to pass.
At this point, it is perhaps appropriate for me to stress
the administrations strong support for the new family of
international treaties on the environment that emerged
from last year's Rio summit. These agreements have far
reaching implications for all mankind, but perhaps espe
cially for Africa.
President Clinton's reversal of the previous US position
and his signature of the convention of biological diversity,
symbolized a critical new emphasis on integrating ec0
nomic and environmental policy.
As a result of the biodiversity convention, Africans in
particular will have new incentives and resources for the
conservation of their unique biological heritage.
Preserving biodiversity in Africa means more than sav
ing elephants and enlarging game preserves, important as
those objectives are. For many Africans, the conservation
of biodiversity is essential for food security, while for oth
ers it is a source of livelihood and medicines. The knowl
edge and techniques to utilize plants and animals for hu
man benefit have been part of the African culture and
traditions for centuries. Western science has only recently
begun to appreciate and build on indigenous knowledge.
In Zambia, for example, traditional varieties of sorghum
and millet have proved exceptionally drought-resistant.
Biodiversity thus offers a new and more culturally sensi
tive approach to development.
The Convention on Global Climate Change is another
pioneering effort to sustain and nurture our planetary re
source base in the interests of all mankind. Although the
primary source of greenhouse gases is the industrialized
world, Africa is also an important factor in global climate
change. Central Africa has the world's second largest ex
panse of moist tropical forest, after the Amazon. Deforest
ation linked with brush fires from slash and burn agricul
ture is a Significant and growing source of carbon dioxide
emissions in many parts of Africa.
As part of a $25 million interagency program, the US is
supporting climate change studies in several African coun
tries, helping them to inventory their greenhouse gas
emissions, evaluate their vulnerability to climate change,
and begin consideration of remedial strategies. Our long
term aim is to help Africans develop their own scientific
and management capabilities in this field.
Although still under negotiation, a third major treaty
envisaged in the "Rio Family" will mobilize international
resources to combat desertification. This "Desertification
Treaty" will focus heavily on Africa. We regard it as in
valuable on two counts. First, it will encourage global
cooperation in the development and communication of
new technologies to combat drought and desertification.

Second, it will give new impetus to more effective utiliza
tion of anti-desertification assistance efforts.
The treaty will also pu t new emphasis on helping Afri
cans build their capacity to manage their own land and
water. And it will discourage donors from uncoordinated,
politically motivated aid-giving that has wasted too many
anti-desertification resources in the past.
Africa's most important resource is not its land or ani
mals, but its people. On the health front, Africa has made
impressive progress since independence; but there have
been setbacks that could undermine the basis for long-term
development. The statistics are grim. Each year, 150,000
African women die and an equivalent number suffer per
manent disabilities because of complications from preg
nancy and childbirth. The infant mortality rate for most of
the region ranges between 100 and 170 deaths for every
1,000 live births, compared to about 33 in China or Sri Lan
ka. In poorer countries, such as Burkina Faso, Ethiopia,
Mali and Niger, only 70 to 80 percent of children live to the
age of five.
The AIDS pandemic has hit Africa harder than any oth
er continent. According to current estimates, between 8
and 12 million Africans are infected with the HIV virus,
and the disease is spreading rapidly. Already, there are
more than 1.5 million AIDS cases in Africa. If that weren't
tragic enough, the virus is decimating the continent's most
productive groups, the professional and working classes.
A predicted 14,000 African teachers will die of AIDS in the
next 15 years. By the year 2000, there will be an estimated
10 million AIDS orphans. The cost-in human suffering,
strain on heath care systems, social disruption and lost
skills and productivity-will be impossible to calculate.
Nevertheless, sub-Saharan Africa has the fastest grow
ing population in the world, with an average rate of in
crease of three percent per year. At this rate, the region's
population will double from the present five hundred mil
lion to one billion people in only 23 years. This population
explosion, if unchecked, will undermine every hope for en
vironmental, health and development successes.
Although some African countries have instituted na
tional population strategies, the fertility rate-the average
number of births per woman-remains exceptionally high,
more than six. Since 1965, it has decreased by only 5 per
cent. The fact that 45 percent of the population is under 15
creates built-in momentum for population growth as
young people move into their reproductive years.
The adverse consequences of unchecked population
growth are clear: land degradation, declining per capita
food production, destruction of forests, loss of biodiversity,
overuse and pollution of water, fuel wood shortages-not
to mention the inevitable strain on social services.
As Africa confronts these environmental challenges, we
will need to recognize and take into account a number of
realities.

First, we need to work in close partnership with Afri
can governments as they plan environmental reform with
their citizens. Ultimately, Africans are the ones who will
have to assume responsibility for the continent's environ
ment and establish workable plans and programs to re
spond to particular needs. That is already beginning to
happen. More than eighteen African countries are cur
rently working with USAID and the World Bank to formu
late large-scale programs called National Environmental
Action Plans.
Second, as I mentioned at the beginning of my re
marks, one of the goals of American policy in Africa must
be to foster sustainable development on the continent. A
compelling reason for focusing on environmental issues in
Africa is that on no other continent is there a more imme
diate connection between environmental progress and ec
onomic development. Better management-and sustaina
ble development-of wildlife, land and forests will lead
directly to an improvement in living conditions for the
65% of Africa's population that lives in rural areas. Our
priority, whenever possible, must be to promote sound en
vironmental practices that are also developmentally
sound. The transition to sustainable economic growth re
quires new thinking about Africa's natural resource base.
It is not a question of environment or development. What
we seek to encourage is the careful use of natural resourc
es as an essential component of sustainable development.
Third, if we are to assist African countries in assuming
responsibility for environmental programs, we must also
help them improve their economies. This means pursu
ing policies of structural adjustment while taking fully
into account the social and human effects of such policies.
It also means dealing with the economic fragmentation of
Africa by working to overcome the difficulties small econ
omies pose for investment. It may mean creating condi
tions more favorable to Africa's trade relations with the
world and finding wider markets for African products. It
will almost certainly mean seeking ways of overcoming
Africa's debt burden, on terms that will assure us that past
problems will not simply be repeated.
Fourth, we need to ensure that our efforts and pro
grams fully recognize the central role women must as
sume in managing population, conservation and environ
mental issues. Women must be actively involved because
they are in may respects the "resource managers" of the
continent. In sub-Saharan Africa, women grow up to 80%
of the food eaten by their families and half of all cash
crops. Their knowledge and their input is essential to any
strategy for sustainable development.
Fifth, we must accept that we are working in an era of
diminishing US resources and staff. We will therefore
need to be creative in the way we organize and pursue our
programs and policies. As part of a restructuring pro
gram, USAID Administrator Brian Atwood has an
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nounced plans to phase out 21 field missions world-wide
over the next three years, nine of them in Africa. I wish to
assure you that these closings do not signal a change in the
administration's commitment to Africa, only in the way we
do business. In Africa, USAID will maintain missions in 27
countries, and it is exploring ways to continue programs in
some of the nine countries where missions will dose, by
managing them regionally or from Washington.
The US commitment to sustainable development in Afri
ca remains firm. But in today's climate, we cannot afford to
waste our limited resources on superficial or short-sighted
solutions. If current strategies are judged inadequate or un
sustainable, we must be prepared to adjust our programs,
revise our projects, and try new approaches.
Our assistance programs will need to be closely coordi
nated, and in some instances combined, with those of other
donors and multilateral institutions, such as the World
Bank and the African Development Bank.
Sixth, we recognize that the environmental and other
global problems facing Africa are remarkably complex. We
accept that the State Department does not have all the infor
mation, the expertise or all the answers. There are obvious
ly many in the academic and NGO communities who know
a great deal more about particular African environmental
matters than we do. We need to develop better ways to
reach out to them and to you, to bring your thinking into
our policy formulation. We see in that policy formulation a
new emphasis on partnership. We expect the US govern
ment's role to be facilitative, one that helps establish a
broad framework for environmental action and brings to
gether different elements and organizations, governmental
and non-governmental, public and private, African and in
ternational.
Let me dose by making clear my conviction that in an
age of diminishing resources, diplomacy will often need to
be more public. Help from many sectors of society will be
needed to solve the problems which face us in Africa and
the world. In that spirit, I hope that we at the State Depart
ment can have a new, expanded, relationship-a new part
nership-with you in the academic community, and espe
cially with you, the members of the African Studies
Association, as we continue our efforts to help Africans
conserve their ecological heritage while improving their
standard of living.

Cow that b'lung to butcher neber say him berry well.
A cow that belongs to the butcher never says she is
very well.

Jamaica proverbs, collected by Martha Beckwith,
Vassar College Field-work in Folk-lore, No.4, 1925.
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ASA Text Prize
The ASA Text Prize was presented to Paul Hair, Adam
Jones, and Robin Law for their edited volume, Barbot on

Guinea: The Writings of Jean Barbot un West Africa, 1678-1712,
2 vols., London: Hakluyt Society, 1992.

ASA Children's Book
Award
The ASA Children's Book A ward was presented to Da
vid Wisniewski for his re-telling and illustration of the
Sundiata epic under the title, Sundiata, the Lion King.

Africana Librarians Council Minutes
Spring Meeting, East Lansing, MI
The meeting of 34 ALC members was chaired by Nancy
Schmidt (Indiana University).
The 40th anniversary of the ALC in 1997 was discussed.
The group hopes to host a conference on the future of Af
ricana librarianship that will involve colleagues from
around the world. Long range issues of particular concern
for ALC include continued government funding of Title II
and VI library programs, the training of future Africana li
brarians, the development of a strategic plan for ALC and
the development of links with African library associations.
The Cataloging Committee discussed DOC (Dewey
Decimal Classification) proposals for the expansion of the
schedules for African languages and Islam, a survey by the
chair of African language holdings at various institutions
and the future revision of the DT (African history) sched
ule for the Library of Congress Classification. The Bibliog
raphy Committee discussed the impact of budget cuts for
mongraphs and serials and the inability of libraries to pur
chase all the new newspapers and journals that are being
published in Africa. Action to be taken to get more African
studies journals covered on online databases was dis
cussed and members of the committee shared handouts
and experiences in bibliographic instruction in their librar
ies. Other business included reports on the wide-ranging
activities of the Library of Congress and other institutions
be individual members of ALe.

(Africana Libraries Newsletter No. 75, has the full minutes)
Elizabeth J. Plantz
Secretary, Africana Librarians Council
African Studies Association
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Herskovits Award
At the Annual Meeting of the African Studies Associa
tion in Boston, the 1993 Herskovits Award was presented
to Kwame Anthony Appiah of Harvard University for In
My Father's House: Africa in the Philosophy of Culture (Oxford
University Press). The award is named for Melville J. Hers
kovits, a pioneer in African studies in the American acade
my, and a founder of the African Studies Association. The
ASA made the first such award in 1965.
Publishers submit nominations to the Herskovits Com
mittee of the ASA. The award honors the author of the
book judged to be the outstanding original scholarly work
published on Africa in English during the preceding year.
Presented at the banquet by Dennis Cordell, Chair of the
Herskovits Committee, the 1993 award included a cash
prize of $500.
The Herskovits Committee prepared the following de
scriptions of the prize volume and the nine finalists:
Kwame Anthony Appiah's In My Father's House: Africa
in the Philosophy ofCulture is an inquiry into how African
American and African intellectuals have shaped the mean
ing of Africa in the contemporary world. The title announc
es postmodem sensibility, but postmodemism here is in its
serious mode. Analytically precise, beautifully written, and
provocative, the text includes humor without word games,
technical vocabulary but not jargon. This volume is an im
portant contribution to the ongoing conversation among
African and Africanist intellectuals, living and dead, about
enduring questions: culture, arts, race, ethnicity, tradition,
colonization and others. This collection of essays challeng
es, among other sacred cows, essentialist arguments of Af
rocentrism, while remaining profoundly African in its or
ientation. It also explores the social construction of race
and Pan-Africanism. The postmodem sensibility and ana
lytical skills of Anthony Appiah cast many familiar charac
ters in a new, and more illuminating light that reveals com
plexity and contradiction. In these pages, for example, W.
E. B. DuBois, so often called prophetic, emerges as terribly
modem...and so very tradi tional. Alexander Crummell and
his colleagues appear very contemporary in their rejection
of racial hierarchy, but their belief that each race possessed
intrinsic qualities shows just how very much they were
part and parcel of their age. Essays on topics ranging from
an exhibition at the Center for African Art, the postcolonial
and the postmodem, and Soyinka's analysiS of "Death and
the King's Horseman" are all equally revealing. In My Fa
ther's House is wide-ranging, careful, and thoughtful-in
the fullest sense a work in the humanities.
Andrew Apter's Black Critics and Kings: The Henneneu
tics of Puwer in Yoruba Society (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press) explores the links between power and ritual
among the Yoruba. This study combines the "traditional"

anthropological preoccupation with symbolic religion and
the methods and perspectives of postmodem criticism. As
such Apter offers a careful, fascinating study of the herme
neutics of power while at the same time acknowledging
the limitations of ethnography itself.
Catherine Boone's Merchant Capital and the Roots of State
Puwer in Senegal,1930-1985 (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni
versity Press) is a study of the developmentalist project of
the African state. As such it is an economic story about pol
itics and a political story about colonial and neocolonial
economies. Well-written, it traces the relationship between
entrepreneurship and political elites in modem Senegal. In
a way, this book could take its place alongside the classic
economic history of the rise of capitalism in Europe, and in
Britain in particular.
Basil Davidson's The Black Man's Burden: Africa and the
Curse of the Nation-State (New York: Random House) sets
Africa's modem "story" in a global context. And it does so
in a memorable way. The author lays out several European
models of nationalism and the nation-state for comparative
historical examination. He also seeks to reconstruct the his
torical social psychology of African political elites that has
contributed to the profound disjuncture between the na
tional state and the African masses. Especially valuable is
an examination of partly successful and failed African ex
periments in democratic participation.
Anthony W. Marx's Lessons of Struggle: South African In
ternal Opposition, 1960-1990 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press) is an extraordinarily readable and accessible con
temporary history of South Africa which orders and-to a
shomewhat lesser extent-analyzes the central themes of
resistance to the apartheid regime in recent decades. It is a
history of events that up to now we remember only from
the news.
John Middleton'S The World of the Swahili: An African
Mercantile Civilization (New Haven and London: Yale Uni
versity Press) resembles at first glance the classic mongra
phy in social anthropology. However, the book reaches far
beyond that convention. First, the author looks at a variety
of distinct communities in different places over time-a
type of topic rarely tackled by anthropologists working on
the Swahili. And second, even though the study is by no
means meant to be primarily theoretical, his major preoc
cupations and approaches are defined by dear theoretical
concerns. All in all, an excellent and much-needed synthe
sis of Swahili culture and society informed by Middleton's
lengthy and varied experience in East Africa.
Elizabeth Schmidt's Peasants, Traders, and Wives: Shona
Women in the History of Zimbabwe,1870-1939 (Portsmouth,
London, Harare: Heinemann, James Currey, Baobab) is a
social history of Shona women that marshals an impressive
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array of evidence to highlight the central role that they
played in the creation of modem Zimbabwe. As such it
adds a major dimension to the history of Zimbabwe and
aims to move Zimbabwe historiography beyond "women's
page" women's studies-i.e., filling in "gaps" with infor
mation on women that nonetheless leaves the whole as it
was; or adding a "half" on women that does not transform
the "half" on men. Schmidt claims and demonstrates that
the form taken by capitalist political economy in Zimbab
we cannot be adequately described, let along explained,
without an analysis of its gendered nature-and that dif
ferent gender relations would have produced different out
comes.
Elliot P. Skinner's African Americans and U.S. Policy To
ward Africa, 1850-1924 (Washington, D.C.: Howard Univer
sity Press) is an exciting encyclopedic work that links
worlds thought separate-that of the African and the Afri
can-American in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Skinner explores a "black nationality" under
construction in the New World, resurrecting forgotten
black"Africanists" along the way. His impressive docu
mentary research in archives in the US, UK and elsewhere
dispels the myth of American black disinterest in issues
confronting Africa and Africans in the decades of Europe
an (and American) colonial expansion and high colonial
rule.
Paul Stoller'S The Cinematic Griot: The Ethnography of
Jean Rouch (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press) is a
fascinating deconstruction of the life and work of Jean
Rouch, one of West Africa's "master" ethnographers. This
book is particularly original because it locates the French
film-maker in both the European and Songhay intellectual
contexts. At the same time Stoller offers important insights
into Rouch's Songhayand Dogon "subjects." Written with
verve and imagery, Stoller'S text bridges cinema studies
and social anthropology. It presents the French tradition of
cinematic anthropology to English audiences and explores
borders-between fiction and ethnography, between sci
ence and art.
Christopher C. Taylor's Milk, Honey, and Money: Chang
ing Concepts in Rwandan Healing (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution Press) is an elegantly written historical recon
struction and interpretation of therapeutic practice in
Rwanda. However, the author also touches on themes that
are far broader and older in the social sciences: the dichoto
mies of Gemeinschaft/Gesellschaft, organic/mechanical
solidarity, status/contract; the moral construction of indi
viduality, individualism, and the self, and the consequenc
es of individual emancipation from communal structures;
and the conceptUalization of relationships between what
might be termed the "base" and the "superstructure."
However, this classical theoretical structure does not over
shadow the book's primary objective of analyzing Rwan
dan healing-which is an achievement unto itself.
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Distinguished
Africanist Award 1993
The African Studies Association annually presents the
Distinguished Africanist Award to a scholar in recognition of
lifetime distinguished contributions to African studies. This year
the award was presented to Jacob F. Ade Ajayi. The following
remarks were made by Ned Alpers, ASA president, at the
presentation.
There can be few individuals who so richly deserve the
accolade of Distinguished Africanist as the eminent Nigeri
an historian Dr. Jacob F. Ade Ajayi. Combining exemplary
scholarship and teaching with an equally outstanding
record of university and professional service, his pioneering
contribution to the progress and success of African Studies
worldwide has been singular.
A foundation student of the University of Ibadan in 1948,
Dr. Ajayi's academic career encompasses the entire post-war
era and the dramatic transformation that have marked what
is now almost half a century. He completed his academic
training at the University of London, receiving his PhD and
returning home to join the staff of the Department of Histo
ry at Ibadan in 1958, just two years before Nigerian indepen
dence. His research and writing focused then, as it has ever
since, on the nature and forces of change in nineteenth and
twentieth century Africa, with special attention to aspects of
continuity in the African experience and the dialectic be
tween external and internal elements in that dynamic pro
cess. Emphasizing what one scholar calls Dr. Ajayi's recog
nition of "the ambiguities of historical change," his
scholarship has been marked by its excellence and its dura
bility. Apart from his many scholarly articles and his path
breaking Christian Missions in Nigeria, 1841-1891: The Making
of a New Elite, which inaugurated the Ibadan History series
in 1965, it is noteworthy that Dr. Ajayi's major scholarly con
tributions have been collaborative, whether co-authored (Yo
ruba Warfare in the 19th Century, 1964), edited (General Histo

ry of Africa-VI: Africa in the Nineteenth Century until the
18805, 1989), or co-edited (A Thousand Years of West African
History, 1964; Historical Atlas of Africa, 1985; People and Em
pires in African History: Essays in Memory of Michael Crowder,
1992). To some extent this judiciOUS deployment of his ener
gies reflects the administrative demands that began to occu
py an increasing proportion of his time at Ibadan from his
appointment as Dean of the Faculty of Arts (1964-1966) to
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Lagos (1972-1978) to
Pro-Chancellor and Chairman of Council of Ondo State Uni
versity (1984-1988), not to mention his many important in
ternational professional commitments. No less significantly,
however, I believe that it also reflects his abiding commit
ment to the creation and nurturing of a community of schol
ars based at Ibadan, which has remained his home universi
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ty throughout his career. One, but only one, aspect of this
community is what we have come to know as the Ibadan
School of History and the Ibadan History Series of which
Dr. Ajayi has been General Editor since 1970. More broad
ly conceived, as in his teaching and mentoring, Jacob Ade
Ajayi might well be regarded as something of a Pied Piper
of collaborative, critical scholarship in Africa, at least
among historians.
Here we should let his students speak for themselves:
According to one, "Ajayi stimulates his students to ques
tion stereotypes and to be original in interpretation. He
welcomes criticisms of his own ideas and responds to such
criticisms in the best traditions of historical scholarship."
Another notes that "Dr. Ajayi consciously taught his stu
dents to be courageously critical. For his particular ele
ment of training he gladly allowed his students to use him
as their punching bag. He made his students feel comforta
ble to criticize his own works right in front of him and to
argue and disagree with him in his tutorials." A third at
tributes his lasting impact on the Nigerian academic com
munity to "his incomparable ability as a teacher and a
guide." Not only does Dr. Ajayi belong "to the pioneer
generation of dedicated scholars who effected a kind of ac
ademic revolution that has resulted in winning acceptabili
ty and respectability for African History in the academic
world," as one of these fonner students writes, but, "as a
scholar with a mission to make academic African history
relevant to the lives of the mass African people," to quote
another, he also contributed mightily to achieving that
goal. No wonder, then, that "The Ibadan department of
history has produced more good history than any other de
partment in Africa," observes a North American colleague,
and that, in the words of a British historian of West Africa,
"within Africa, Nigeria occupies a special place in the field
of Africanist scholarship, as one of the earliest countries to
develop a tradition of indigenous academic scholarship;
and also as a place where, despite the adverse financial and
other conditions faced by University scholars in recent
years, the study of Africa has continued to flourish, so that,
whatever may be the case with other countries, the history
of Nigeria continues to be written principally by Nigerian
scholars." Perhaps, as one of his fonner students writes,
for these collective achievements "no single individual
would be given, or lay claim to, sole credit," but I can think
of no other scholar whose leadership and practice so
Uniquely exemplifies their enduring qualities. On behalf of
the Board of Directors of the African Studies Association I
am deeply honored to present to Dr. Jacob F. Ajayi the Dis
tinguished Africanist Award for 1993.

On Being an Africanist
The following is the acceptance speech delivered by Professor
Jacob Ade Ajayi as the 1993 African Studies Association Distin
guished Africanist.
At the Third International Congress of Africanists meet
ing in Addis Ababa in December 1973, it was resolved that
the name of the Congress be changed to the International
Congress of African Studies. This was to meet the objec
tion of many members that they were Africans, not Afri
canists. They argued that in the study of Africa, it was im
portant to clarify whether the scholars were Africans or
non-Africans; otherwise there would be confusion between
Africans as subjects and Africans as objects of study. This
was a claim for autonomy, indicating potential conflict be
tween the nationalist scholar and scholarship as a univer
sal concept.
A few years before that, in July 1986, six months after
Kwame Nkrumah fell from power, Julius Nyerere deliv
ered an Address in Lusaka entitled the "Dilemma of the
Pan-Africanist," pointing at the contradiction between na
tionalism and Pan-Africanism, and saying: "These things
can conflict. Let us be honest and admit that they have al
ready conflicted." It could be inferred that he attributed
the fall of Nkrumah to his being too much of a Pan
Africanist and not enough of a nationalist.
Incidentally, one implication of the title of that address
is that there is nothing wrong with an African being an Af
ricanist and, since you were generous enough to say so,
even a Distinguished Africanist. Within the context of
Pan-Africanism, you cannot be a Pan-African; you have to
be a Pan-Africanist and, as such, an Africanist.
But let us go further. Let us admit that the nationalist
in Africa, if he really ever dreamt of autonomy, has not at
tained it. The nationalist articulating his ideas in English,
French or Portuguese, has had to struggle to maintain a
balance between the demands of his nationalism and the
international dimension of the traditions of his scholarship.
As I remarked in a recent review of nationalist historiogra
phy in Nigeria:
"The struggle for the acceptability of oral traditions as a
viable source of scholarly history began with the effort of
African historians seeking the approval of the Senate of
the University of London for their dissertations ... While in
itially African scholars were able to playa leading role, the
elaboration of the new histOriography has been not only a
multi-disciplinary project but also an international one.
The leadership of African scholars in this historiography
has even not remained assured. Citizenship has conferred
no exclusive rights of participation in the writing of the
national history, and societal nationalism has not been
able to capture the new historiography. As in the whole
national movement itself, the educated elite stand facing
both ways ..."
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If they are not careful, African scholars become what
General Obasanjo at the time of the Festival of Black and
African Arts and Civilization (Festac) in 1977, called intel
lectual trading post agents:
When we made our first contact with the merchant adven
turers from western Europe, most of our shores became
trading posts where primary products were exchanged for
processed goods ...
We continue to be trading posts which supply primary
products in exchange for processed goods...These agents
can be grouped into four: Intellectual,. .. Commercial... Bu
reaucratic...and Technical trading post Agent ...

At a seminar on ethnicity, identity, and nationalism in
South Africa, in April 1993, a lady came to me to say that
in the 1960s when she embarked on the study of Africa, my
name was associated with the notion that colonialism is an
episode in African history and wondered if I still hold the
same view. I replied that I do, though I now clarify that
my emphasis in that article was on continuity and identity
in Africa, not the brevity or seeming limitation of the im
pact of colonialism.
At another conference in August in Norway, I was chal
lenged, less discretely, for seeming to have abandoned the
notion of the self-respecting, confident, autonomous Afri
can, finding his own way and resources to meet the chal
lenges of European colonialism and neo-colonialism. I re
plied that I have not abandoned the notion, but perhaps I
have become more aware of the limitations of African po
litical independence, and more aware of the extent of con
tinuing African dependence.
I still believe in the continuity of African identity, but I
now emphasize that although slavery and colonialism do
not constitute the total definition of that identity, they have
made an impact on it to the extent of affecting the capacity
of the African for autonomous development. I now em
phasize that because, at emancipation, the slaves were not
compensated or assisted to face life, while their former
masters received compensation, they have remained in a

colonial state of dependency. In the same way, the aboli
tionist movement in Africa, for all the missionary effort at
education and modernization, without a comparable effort
to repair the damage of the slave trade, became part of the
process of establishing colonialism. Similarly, the effort at
de-colonization, without a comparable effort to repair the
damaging effect of colonial rule, assisted the transition to
neo-colonialism.
What needs to be emphasized is that the obligation of
the African nationalist to remain on guard and never lose
sight of the tension between African identity and the
claims of universal scholarship does not belong to Afri
cans alone. For the same reasons that I find no conflict be
tween the universal traditions of my scholarship and my
current advocacy of reparation to Africans, I believe that
the obligation to ensure that the scholarly study of Africa
does not become or, rather, does not remain an intellectual
trading post agency lies not only on African scholars, but
on all Africanists. And this common obligation does not
justify separating Africans from Africanists.
At the same time the Africanist, whether African or
non-African, must owe some obligation to the concept of
Pan Africanism. This should link the scholarly study of
Africa with the notion of development of all African peo
ples, at home and in the diaspora. At the least, this should
suggest a closer link between African studies and black
studies, in the object, if not also the methodology, of
study. The object remains what duBois said in the open
ing decades of the twentieth century that the scholarly
study of Africa should make a contribution to relieving
the legacy of slavery and colonialism.
I thank you for your generosity and hospitality. I
thank you for the great honor you have conferred on me,
and the very select company you have asked me to join.
I thank you. And God bless.
J.F. Ade.Ajayi
Professor Emeritus

Some New Bearings for the National Security
Education Program in 1993-94
David Wiley, Michigan State University
December 4, 1993
The National Security Education Program (NSEP) or
"Boren Program," created by the National Security Educa
tion Act (NSEA), is moving to blunt criticisms of the pro
gram from scholars and to seek applications for $7.5 mil
lion in grant awards in 1994. This article reviews the
activities of the program during the past six months and
assesses to what extent criticisms from the scholarly com
munity have been addressed. A summary of the three
grant programs and a list of persons nominated by the
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White House to serve on the NSEP Advisory Panel are pro
vided as attachments to this article.
A New Look for the NSEP?
In response to the criticisms and reservations of the var
ious area studies associations nationally, the new DOD
staff of the NSEP has made a number of alterations in the
program which they hope will answer these concerns.
These include the following.
By legislative amendments, the NSEP Program has
been removed from the Defense Intelligence College under

the Assistant Secretary for Command, Control, Communi
cations, and Intelligence and attached to the Assistant Sec
retary of Defense of Democracy and Peacekeeping. Dr.
Morton Halperin has been nominated by the White House
to this position, but his confirmation has been opposed by
some of the Republican Senators and had been referred
back to the White House at this date. The NSEP offices
have been moved from the Pentagon to an office building
in nearby Roslyn.
The NSEP is no longer headed by Martin Hurwitz of
the Defense Intelligence College but by Dr. Charlene King,
a former academic administrator and staff member for Sen
ators Goldwater and Borne. Her deputy director is Col.
Robert Slater, PhD, a practicing political scientist familiar
with academia, having staffed a DOD-Association of
American Universities Task Force in the early 1980s that
assessed DOD linkages with the university community.
That effort was prompted by the controversies over the ex
port control censorship of scholarly meetings and the deci
sions by the directors of the Title VI African studies centers
to decline funding from the Defense Intelligence Agency.
The legislative goal of the NSEP is to enable US citizens
to "communicate and compete" with other countries by in
creasing federal support for language and area studies
needs. The new NSEP brochure slightly softens the em
phasis on competition. The brochure describes the mission
in somewhat broader terms, "to lead in developing the na
tional capacity to educate citizens to understand foreign
cultures, strengthen US economic competitiveness, and en
hance international cooperation and security." At a recent
meeting in Seattle, the NSEP staff indicated that institu
tional awards initially will be focused on the peacetime
global priorities of the environment, health, and energy. It
is not clear if or how these will be reflected in the funded
institutional programs for foreign language and area stud
ies.
The NSEP staff is seeking to operationalize the program
in 1994 to counter criticism of the program's inactivity and,
therefore, to decrease the susceptibility of NSEP to being
folded into the Title VI Programs of the Center for Interna
tional Education of the US Department of Education (US/
ED). Members of the Advisory Panel have been nominat
ed by the White House. They include few foreign lan
guage and area studies specialists. (A list of members
thought to have been nominated is appended.) The NSEP
also has countered the proposal of combining NSEP with
Title VI in the US/ED by indicating it "will not duplicate
Title VI programs." Grant applications are expected to be
solicited in December 1993 for the student programs and
in winter 1994 for the institutional program.
Simultaneously, the NSEP has asked each US institu
tion of higher education to designate an "NSEP representa
tive" for disseminating application forms to students. Al
ready, the staff reports, approximately 1,500 institutions

have responded.
The NSEP staff recently indicated they are retitling stu
dent support abroad from "research abroad" to "oveseas
studies" and indicating their openness to finding a new ti
tle for students studying abroad on NSEP funding, replac
ing "National Security Program Fellow" or "Boren Fellow."
These changes seek to reduce the feared danger to NSEP
fellows abroad if they are identified as associated with or
presumed to be linked to military and intelligence agen
cies.
Finally, the NSEP staff have indicated that they are
personally and institutionally flexible and that they intend
to modify the program in the years ahead to create a more
intelligent and respectable program.
Proposal to Move the NSEP to the Center for Interna
tional Education at USIED
While the NSEP staff have been modifying the struc
ture and image of their programs on the margins, Vice
President Gore has recommended that the NSEP and its
Trust Fund "should be consolidated with the Center for
International Education in the US Department of Educa
tion (US/ED) to strengthen foreign language study and
eliminate duplication of effort." This administration rec
ommendation is part of Gore's "reinventing government"
proposals contained in the Report of the National Perfor
mance Review, "Creating a Government that Works Bet
ter and Costs Less" (Washington, September 7, 1993). Un
fortunately, this recommendation does not have the
support of most of the higher education associations in
Washington. They argue that removing the program for
the DOD will lose the support for additional funding of
the Trust Fund by members of the House and Senate Intel
ligence Committees and that the political base of the pro
gram is too fragile to withstand this loss. (In the mean
time, the OMB has ruled that the House and Senate
Armed Services Committees should now replace the over
sight jurisdiction of the Intelligence Committess over
NSEP.) At this time, no bill has been introduced to imple
ment this transfer of NSEP to US/ED.
The Responses to NSEP by the Major Area Studies and
Academic Associations
A number of area studies and other scholarly assoca
tions have voiced criticisms of the NSEP, including the
Boards of the Social Science Research Council (SSRC) and
American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), the Asso
ciation of Asian Studies (AAS), African Studies Associa
tion (ASA), Middle East Studies Association (MESA), the
Latin American Studies Association (LASA), Association
of African Studies Programs (A ASP), and the Association
of Concerned Africa Scholars (ACAS).
In one of the first responses, the presidents of ASA,
LASA, and MESA, wrote to Sen. Boren in February 1992,
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stating that,
...we are gravely concerned ...at the presence of the Director
of the CIA in the oversight of the program ...For scholars of
our regions, these provisions represent a significant prob
lem, if not outright risk. Linking university-based research
to US national security agencies, even indirectly, will re
strict our already narrow research opportunities; it will en
danger the physical safety of scholars and our students
studying abroad; and it will jeopardize the cooperation
and safety of those we study and collaborate with in these
regions.

The presidents futher observed that the end result of the
NSEPwillbe
to restrict the flow of information from the region to the
US; to erode our basic research capacity on Africa, Latin
America, and the Middle East; and to limit on-site training
opportunities in languages, cultures, politics, and econom
ics.

Criticisms from the Africanists
Africanist associations, including the ASA, AASP, and
ACAS, for more than a decade have opposed the 000 and
CIA being involved in the funding, determining of priori
ties, and oversight of foreign language and area studies.
The NSEA gives the secretary of the 000 authority to de
termine the target countries, languages, and study topics of
the program. The Board that advises the secretary includes
the director of the CIA, along with the secretaries of Com
merce, Education, and State; directors of the USIA and Na
tional Endowment for the Humanities; and four presiden
tial appointees. Noting that the federal government
transformed the National Defense Education Act (NDEA
Title VI) a number of years ago into the Higher Education
Act, a number of area studies scholars have questioned the
wisdom of re-inventing a foreign language and area stud
ies program operated directly by the military. (Some in the
House Select Intelligence Committee also have questioned
the wisdom of giving CIA funds to the NSEP for public ed
ucation programs during this period of !!increased threats
after the Cold War!! and increased needs for intelligence.)
Most Africanists have also believed that military and in
telligence links would reduce scholarly linkages, collegiali
ty, and access in Africa. ACAS has urged scholars to re
frain from seeking funds from the program,
Specifically, we reaffirm our conviction that scholars and
their international programs and universities should not
accept research, fellowship, travel, programmatic, and oth
er funding for international and intelligence agencies or
their contractual representatives.

and called on,
universities and scholars...to separate foreign language
and area studies in the United States from military, intelli
gence, and other security agency programs and priorities.
In this post-Cold War period, we believe that the broader
and longer-term interests of the peoples of the United
States are best served by this separation.
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Motion of the
Association of African
Studies Programs
March 31, 1993
We, the members of the Association of African Studies
Programs (AASP), at our 1993 Spring Annual Meeting
unanimously join the African Studies Association, Middle
East Studies Association, the Latin American Studies Asso
ciation, the South Asian Council of the SSRC, the Associa
tion of Concerned Africa Scholars, the Association of Asian
Studies, the Boards of the Social Science Research Council
and American Council of Learned Societies, and other
scholars in seeking to separate foreign language and area
studies in the United States from military, intelligence, and
other security agency priorities and programs. We believe
that long-term interests of the peoples of the United States
are best served by this separation.
Specifically, we reaffirm our conviction that scholars
and programs conducting research in Africa, teaching
about Africa, and conducting exchange programs with Af
rica should not accept research, fellowship, travel, prog
rammatic, and other funding from military and intelligence
agencies or their contractual representatives-for work in
the United States or abroad. We are concerned especially
about the Department of Defense (DOD) National Security
Education Act (NSEA, lithe Boren Act") and the new Cen
tral Intelligence and National Security Agencies Critical
Language Consortium. We call on our colleagues to abstain
from these and similar funding initiatives and consortia of
security agencies. These military and intelligence programs
violate the integrity of the scholarly process and will hin
der our relationships with African colleagues and collabo
rators, embarrass African universities and governments,
and, thereby, decrease US access to scholarly information
in African studies.
We also believe that the broader interests of the people
of the United States are served best by Africanist scholar
ship and programs oriented to goals, issues, and regional
foci which are determined openly using academic and
broader public priorities, not in secret or for the narrower
priorities of military, foreign policy, and intelligence agen
cies.
We are not opposed to US government funding of Afri
can studies. Indeed, African studies by far is the poorest of
the world area studies and urgently needs an increase of
funding for activities in the US and in Africa. Therefore, we
urge the US government to increase its funding for African
studies and linkages through agencies and institutions out
side the security agencies.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN ETHIOPIA
The following letter was shared with us by 1993 ASA President David Robinson.
August 10,1993
The Hon. George Moose
Assistant Secretary of State for Africa
US State Department
2201 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20520
The Hon. Mark Baas
US Ambassador
United States Embassy
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia
Honorable Gentlemen:
On behalf of the Board of Directors and membership of
the African Studies Association, I wish to convey to you our
deep concern about the dismissal of more than forty faculty
from Addis Ababa University on April 9, 1993. As the larg
est professional organization of Africanist scholars in the
world, we share an abiding commitment to the integrity of
higher education in Africa. Many of our members either
teach or have taught at universities in Africa, including Ad
dis Ababa University. We are especially disturbed that this
action by the Transitional Government of Ethiopia, if left
uncorrected, may have a permanently chilling effect on the
future of higher education and international scholarly col
laboration in Ethiopia.
The Board of Directors also endorses the letter ad
dressed to you earlier in the year by our distinguished col
leagues (Jon Cohen et al) whose long association with Ad
dis Ababa University gives their appeal special significance.
We trust that the United States government will do every
thing possible to help resolve this crisis in Ethiopia's higher
education system and we would appreciate learning from
you what action you have taken or intend to take in this re
gard.
Sincerely,
David W. Robinson,
President, African Studies Association

The Third Ethiopian Research Council
Convention, The Florida State University,
Tallahasee, Florida
CommiHee on Conference Resolution
The conference committee has accepted and joined the
group of distinguished American scholars who protested
against the Transitional Government of Ethiopia for inter
fering in the academic affairs of the University of Addis
Ababa. The Ethiopian Research Council in collaboration
with the Association of concerned Africa Scholars-an af
filiate of the African Studies Association--and the ad hoc
committee of the Ethiopian Scholar Association, have ex
pressed concerns with regard to the summary dismissal of
the university professors. To control thought and, above
all, to police its operation, the Transitional Government of
Ethiopia has violated the charter of the University by in
terfering in its administration. The university, which is the
only important philosophical and institutional base for so
cial and cultural criticism, can no longer exercise its critical
spirit that defines a truly free society. The traditional aspi
ration of universities to serve as a launching pad for criti
cal inquiry where assumption and presumption are sub
jected to exacting critical scrutiny seems to have been
severely damaged by the action of the Transitional Gov
ernment.
It may be well to concede that the espistemological,
methodological and paradigmatic debates on the rights
and responsibilities of the university has not been fully de
veloped and conceptualized to help faculty members to
defend the institution and themselves against external in
terferences. As a result the previous regime, as well as the
present government, felt free to use nonacademic criteria
in order to control the knowledge produced in the univer
sity.
Academic Freedom for the University
The conference resolution committee is now asking
members of the African Studies Association to enlist its
support in favor of this resolution in the spirit of freedom
of thought and defend the charter of the university and
the institution. We believe the university to be a place
where irreducible and irreconcilable differences can be
conceptualized and exemplified. But unfortunately, this is
not the case in Ethiopia. Critical intellectual inquiry has
been challenged and distinguished professors were told
they were incompetent to teach.
In the face of these outrageous, threatening and puni
tive attacks against the institution of higher education,
scholars cannot remain silent.
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DISMISSED PROFESSORS OF
ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY
This statement was shared with ASA by Donald Crummey, ASA Board member.
On 8 April 1993, the newly estab
lished Board of Governors summarily
dismissed 41 faculty without advance
notice and without stating cause. Fol
lowing our dismissal we have also
been denied entrance to the university
campuses. Of the 41 dismissed faCUlty,
24 have jointly instituted a court ac
tion against the university on 20 Octo
ber 1993. Of the 17 dismissed faculty
who are not made parties to the law
suit, some are out of the country and
could not be reached. Others have
been pensioned off.
In our legal action we have argued
that
a) Since 13 January 1977 all employees
of the state's higher education insti
tutions have been made public ser
vants by virtue of Article 10 (2) of
the Higher Education Administra
tion Proclamation No. 109 of 1977.
b) On the basis of the Council of Min
isters Regulation No. 113, the recent
ly established Board has no power
to dismiss us. As per Article 6 (2) (e)
of this Regulation, the Board has

power only to determine general
conditions under which the aca
demic staff of the university shall
be employed and adminstered.
c) The Regulation has no retroactive
application and cannot change our
status, since one of the fundamen
tal principles of legality is that all
laws should take effect as from the
time of their promulgation.
In light of the above arguments,
we have pleaded to the court for the
following four remedies:
1) to declare the Board's decision
illegal, 2) to order our reinstatement,
3) to award us compensation for the
time of dismissal, and 4) to declare as
illegal the decision to deny us en
trance into the university campuses.
In case the court refuses to accept
the above claims, we have asked it to
effect the following alternative reme
dy.
a) In January 1983, Dr. Duri Mo
hammed, the then president of the
University, issued a policy regard
ing the duration of academic con
tracts. As per this policy, all aca

demic contracts shall be signed for
a period of two years. Contract re
newals for Ethiopian academic staff
shall be automatic and each renew
al shall be for a two-year term.
b) Article VIII (3) of the standard aca
demic contract which we all have
signed earlier provides that the
university may terminate the con
tract by giving notice of termina
tion to the employee of not less
than 180 calendar days.
c) Since the university had terminat
ed our contract without any prior
notice, we have claimed compensa
tion of six months salary pious
three months salary in damages for
refusing to renew our contracts in
bad faith. The total amount we
have claimed is Birr 249,327.
The hearing is fixed for 3 Decem
ber 1993, the date on which the uni
versity shall submit to the court its
reply.
Signed,
The Dismissed Professors of Addis
Ababa University

If you spit in a de sky, it wi' fall in a you' face.
If you spit at the sky, it will fall back in your own face.

Jamaica proverbs, collected by Martha Beckwith, Vassar College
Field-work in Folk-lore, No.4, 1925.

1996 and 1997
ASA National Panels Chairs Search
The Annual Meetings Committee of the ASA is respon
sible for recruiting individuals to recommend for appoint
ment by the Board of Directors to serve as National Panels
Chair or Co-chairs of the annual meeting of the Associa
tion. For the 1994 Annual Meeting, to be held in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, the Co-chairs are Bruce Berman (Univer-
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sity of Toronto) and Jane Guyer (Boston University); for the
1995 Annual Meeting, to be held in Orlando, Florida, the
Chair is Joel Barkan (University of Iowa). We now invite
application for the National Panels Chairs or Co-chairs for
both the 1996 Annual Meeting, to be held in San Francisco,
California, and 1997 Annual Meeting, to be held in Nor-

folk, Virginia.
The responsibilities of the National Panels Chair / Co
chairs are as follows:
The primary goals of the Panels Chair are are to main
tain a) high quality in panel, roundtable, and workshop
presentations, and b) fairness and equity in scheduling
presentations from a broad cross-section of the member
ship. The responsibilities of the Panels Chair and his/her
committee are to
-initiate a set of innovative/creative panels, c.10-15,
that, for example, bring relevant non-Africanist scholar
ship to the attention of ASA members; group together
leaders of thought and innovators in new combinations; or
rethink seminal contributions to Africanist scholarship.
The idea is to have a core of panels on the program that
would not ordinarily be volunteered and that, above all,
provide intellectual excitement and stimulation.
-review proposals for all other papers and panels;
group volunteered papers together in coherent and chal
lenging panels; or place volunteered paper presenters into
previously-organized panels if appropriate.
-initiate and review roundtables and workshops.
-set a program theme, if appropriate, in consultation
with the Program Chair, and try to see that a reasonable
number of panels make use of that theme.
--oversee sponsored panels, making sure the number is
not excessive.
-insure that no individual makes more than one pres
entation, and enforce deadlines in a reasonable manner.
--oversee a Panels Committee (nationally recruited and
appointed in consultation with the ASA Board) to assist in
the above tasks. The committee should include representa
tives of ASA sub-groups (especially ACASA and the Wom
en's Caucus, but also CIC, ACAS, MANSA, and so on) and
senior scholars who have a broad grasp and vision of Afri
canist scholarship and have been ASA members of rela
tively long duration.
The Panels Chair may elect to form a two-tiered com
mittee, with a core of four to five members, but which con
sult and work with a larger group that represents the con
stituent interests of the ASA membership.
In the past, National Panels Chairs/Co-chairs have re
ceived both release time and administrative support from
their institutions, so in submitting your application please
indicate the anticipated level of support you can expect or
would hope to receive from your institution.
Applications for the 1996 Annual Meeting National
Panels Chair must be received by the ASA Secretariat at
Emory UniverSity, Credit Union Building, Atlanta, GA
30322, no late than March II, 1994, so that the Annual
Meetings Committee and the Board of Directors can ap
point a Chair /Co-chair for that year at its Spring 1994
meeting. Applications for the 1997 Annual Meeting Na
tional Panels Chair must be received by the ASA Secretari

at at Emory University no later than March 15, 1995, so
that the Annual Meetings Committee and the Board of Di
rectors can appoint a Chair /Co-chair for that year at its
Spring 1995 meeting.
Inquiries should be directed to Goran Hyden, Depart
ment of Political Science, University of Florida, Gaines
ville, FL 32611, who serves as Chair of the Annual Meet
ings Committee in 1994.

1995 National Panels
Committee Member
Search
The Chair of the National Panel Committee for the 1995
Annual Meeting of the ASA in Orlando, Florida, Prof. Joel
Barkan, plans to assemble a committee that is composed of
different panels of experts from the various disciplines to
which the members of the Association belong. He wel
comes applications or nomination of scholars from all dis
ciplines, as well as from those with a broad interdiscipli
nary research or applied interests, who would like to
participate in developing a challenging intellectual pro
gram of panels for the 1995 Annual Meeting.
If you are intersted in this invitation, please contact
Prof. Joel Barkan, 833 River St., Iowa City, IA 52246..

ASA Board Resolution
on the 1994 Annual
Meeting in Toronto
The Board endorses the stated policy for the 1994 An
nual Meeting of the ASA at Toronto regarding 'Who May
Solicit Proposals" (ASA News, October/December 1993,
p.16).
Accordingly, when panel and paper proposals reach
the secretariat of the ASA at Emory without either proof of
paid up ASA membership and payment of preregistration
fees for that year's meeting or a request for exception and
payment of non-member preregistration fees, the Execu
tive Director will not forward such proposals to the Chair
of the National Panels Committe for consideration for in
clusion in the program until payment of membership dues
and/or appropriate preregistration fees have been re
ceived.
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1994 ASA ANNUAL
MEETING
The 1994 Annual Meeting of the African Studies Associ
ation will be held November 3-6 at the York Hotel in To
ronto, Ontario, Canada. The theme for the 1994 ASA An
nual Meeting is Africa Reconfigured." This will be the
first ASA Annual Meeting since the pace of global and con
tinental change quickened in 1989-90 that will focus direct
lyon the implications of those changes. Our intentions in
choosing a minimalist title that belongs to no one dis
cipline or theoretical framework is to provoke wide
ranging discussion of the inter-relatedness of the several
different transformations that seem to be taking place at
once: in African life, in people's own thinking and in the
intellectual paradigms academics bring to bear on their
scholarship. We have become acutely aware of phenomena
that have little place in older frameworks; a new African
diaspora outside of the continent, transnational networks
emerging along the pathways opened up by liberalization,
re-democratization of poli tical structures, a growing com
mercial viability of African cultural production by contrast
with some of her primary products, new political schisms
and forms of warfare, surprising~ven if quiet-successes
in agriculture and drought relief, the acceleration of the
AIDS epidemic and the dramatically altered climate for
international development aid. The theme invites reconsid
erations of all kinds.
Paper proposals and panel topics will be welcomed on
any theme. In addition, plenary sessions, roundtable dis
cussions, and opportunities for individual presentations
will also be organized. The Committee will seek to assure
as broad a representation as possible among the different
disciplines and affiliated organizations which comprise the
ASA. We hope to encourage a wide regional representa
tion of Africa in the presentations. We will seek broad par
ticipation from organizations outside academia whose in
terests reflect the theme of the conference. Finally, as is
customary, the Committee will seek active involvement of
participants from outside the US, particularly those from
Africa.
The Panels Committee will vet all individual paper pro
posals, whether independent or part of an organized pan
el, without knowledge of the identity of the person submit
ting the proposal. Titles and abstracts for presentations
need be as carefully constructed and as complete as possi
ble. Panels chairs need to submit a proposal for the entire
panel and to ensure that each individual participant on the
panel has submitted a paper proposal and abstract separ
ately.
II

PROPOSING A PANEL OR A ROUNDTABLE
ASA Policy of Panel Acceptances
The Board reaffirms its policy that the Panels Chair,
working with his/her committee, bears final responsibility
for acceptance or rejection of all panel and roundtable pro
posals for the Annual Meeting. The sole exception are pan
els proposed by ASA-Sponsored Organizationsi such or
ganizations may propose up to two panels annually that
will be accepted without review by the Panels Committee.
These two unreviewed panels proposed by ASA
Sponsored Organizations must be identified as such at the
time of submission by the organization's coordinator.
The Panels Chair is responsible for assuring that panels
conform to standards set out by the Board and the Panels
Committee. All panel and paper proposals need to be sub
mitted through the ASA secretariat on the appropriate
forms. The Panels Chair has full authority to add or delete
presentations on panels, after discussing such changes
with the proposers of panels.
In addition to the two panels from each of the ASA
Sponsored Organizations, the Panels Chair may, but is not
required to, accept panels which will be listed in the pro
gram as "organized under the auspices of ...," provided that
the organizing groups are ASA-Sponsored Organizations,
Associate Organizations or Affiliate Organizations.
There are six ASA-Sponsored Organizations (Africana
Librarians Council, Arts Council of the ASA, Current Is
sues Council, Outreach Council, Women's Caucus and the
Electronic Technology Group), three Associate Organiza
tion (Mande Studies Association, Ghana Studies Council
and New England Africanist Assocition), and three Affili
ate Organizations (Sahara Fund, Inc., African American In
stitute and Africa Today).

Deadline
All proposals must be submitted using the appropriate
forms included with this announcement. The deadline for
submission of all panel and paper proposals is March 15,
1994. Proposals can be submitted any time after January 1
until the March 15 deadline. Proposals arriving after
March 15 will not be processed by the secretariat. Three
copies of all proposals must be sent to the ASA in Atlanta
for entry into the central database. Send to ASA, Credit
Union BIdg., Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322. Please
do not send proposals directly to the committee chairs.

Who May Submit Proposals
Persons who propose papers or organize panels and
roundtables for the program must be 1994 members of the
African Studies Association with dues paid by the time of
submission.
Scholars who are not resident in North America or
whose major area of expertise is not Africa may request
(continued on
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PANEL OR ROUNDTABLE PROPOSAL
37th Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association
Toronto, Ontario, Canada - November 3-6, 1994
READ ACCOMPANYING INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM.
Send three copies of this form to: 1994 Annual Meeting, African Studies Association, Emory University, Credit Union
Building, Atlanta, Georgia 30322. Proposals may be submitted between January 1 and March 15, 1994. Materials
submitted after that period will not be acknowledged or accepted.
Persons submitting panel, roundtable, or paper proposals must be 1994 members with dues paid by the time of submission.
Persons who are non-resident international scholars or whose major area of expertise is not Africa may request exemptions
from the membership requirement. Such persons must submit their non-member preregistration fees with their paper proposals
($60 regular; $35 for persons currently teaching in African universities). Persons unable to submit fees in advance because of
currency difficulties must notify the ASA and may pay their fees upon arrival in Toronto.
Please indicate if this is a proposal for a panel ___ or a roundtable _ __
Pane1 or Roundtable

Affiliation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
____________________________ Telephone ________________

_____________________________ Fax ___________________
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Address _______________________ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

____________________________ Fax ____________________
Chair Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Co-Chair Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PRESENTERS
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Affiliation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
PaperTitle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

____________________________ Fax __________________
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Affiliation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Paper Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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exceptions from the membership requirement. Such per
sons must submit their non-member preregistration fees
with their paper proposals. International scholars should
indicate in their correspondence with the Association if
they are unable to submit funds from overseas because of
currency exchange problems. The regular fee for non
member preregistration is $60; non-members currently
teaching in African universities pay a special preregistation
fee of $35.
Individuals will be accepted to make only one presenta
tion: as a paper presenter, a roundtable participant, or a
discussant. However, individuals may chair one panel in
addition to making one presentation. Members are remind
ed to settle on their prefered mode of participation before
submitting materials. Duplicate appearances will be ruled
out

What Makes Up a Proposal
An organized panel usually has a chair, four papers and
a discussant A roundtable consists of a chair, four or some
times more speakers, and a discussant.
A proposal for an organized panel consists of the panel
proposal and each individual paper proposal, complete
with its own abstract. The paper abstract should consist of
a statement of topic, the nature and extent of the research
on which the paper is based and a brief summary of the ar
gument (one paragraph, about 8-10 sentences). The quality
of the paper abstracts is the main criterion for selection for
the final program, so panels with weak abstracts are un
likely to be given high priority. Two or more weak ab
stracts may eliminate the panel altogether.
Individual paper proposals should be submitted in the
same format as the papers for panels, as described above.
Panels will be created by the Panels Committee from indi
vidual submissions with common themes. The authors of
all paper abstracts should sign the paper proposal form.
Please use the standard forms, and make sure that the
copies are legible.

PANELS SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATE AND
AFFILIATE ORGANIZATIONS
Organizations formally recognized by ASA as asso
ciates and affiliates may submit not more than two panel
proposals which, if accepted, will be listed in the program
as sponsored panels. As in the past, such panels may be
subject to alteration as deemed necessary by the Panels
Committee.
No panels submitted after March 15, 1994 will be con
sidered sponsored panels for the purposes of listing in the
program.

PROPOSALS SENT BY EMAIL

may submit proposals through email. Only one proposal
may be sent by email. Proposals sent by email should in
clude the following:
1.Address proposal to
AFRICA@EMORYU1.CC.EMORY.EDU.
2. At the top of the message space, put the following infor
mation in precisely this form:
Panel Title
Chair: Name of Panel Chair, Affiliation of Panel Chair
Name of First Presenter, Affiliation of First Presenter,
Title of First Paper
Name of Second Presenter, Affiliation of Second Presenter,
Title of Second Paper
Name of Third Presenter, Affiliation of Third Presenter,
Title of Third Paper
Name of Fourth Presenter, Affiliation of Fourth Presenter,
Title of Fourth Paper
Discussant: Name of Discussant, Affiliation of Discussant
3. In the order of presentation, list the title of each paper,
followed by the abstract for each paper. If a roundtable is
being proposed, list the topic of each presentation with a
brief synposis of points to be made.
An acknowledgment will be sent through email.

SCHEDULING BUSINESS MEETINGS
CONCURRENT WITH THE ASA ANNUAL
MEETING
Organizations that wish to schedule business meetings
during the course of the ASA Annual Meeting are asked to
request space between January 1 and March 15, 1994.
Please indicate in your request the length of time necessary
for your meeting and provide an estimate of attendance.
Organizations requesting space after March 15, 1994, will
be assessed a $150 service charge.

CHECKLIST FOR PROPOSALS
Incomplete proposals will neither be acknowledged nor
processed by the secretariat. Before mailing an individual
paper proposal, check to ensure that it is COMPLETE by
induding
-3 copies of the paper proposal forms with
signature(s) ,
-3 copies of the abstract, and
-membership dues for 1994 or preregistration fees for
non-ASA members.
Before you mail a panel or roundtable proposal, check
to ensure that it is COMPLETE by including
-3 copies of the panel/roundtable proposal forms with
signature(s),
-3 copies of the abstracts of each member (panels only),
and
-membership dues for 1994 or preregistration fees for
non-ASA members.

Members who have paid their 1994 membership dues
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International Visitors Program
Nominations and applications for funding for persons
based outside North America should be sent to the ASA,
Credit Union Building, Emory University, Atlanta, GA
30322, no later than 15 March 1994 and should include
1. Name of scholar, full address, phone, fax, or cable ad
dress, institutional affiliation, area of specialization;
2. A curriculum vitae of no more than two pages;
3. ?cholar's record of visits to North America during the
past five years and plans for participation in other profes
sional activities in the US in conjunction with the ASA con
ference;
4. In the case of scholars nominated by panel organiz
ers, the name of the panel chair and the panel subject;
5. Abstract of the paper the visitor intends to present.
Persons who nominate others must be prepared to ar
range and find financial support for itineraries of about
eight days for their visitors. Scholars nominated may be of
any nationality though the preponderance of grants will be
awarded to Africans. Preference will be given to women,
junior scholars and to individuals who have not recently
visited North America.
Nominations and applications from outside the US
may be sent by fax. Incomplete and late applications will
be discarded.

FUTURE MEETINGS
& CALLS FOR
PAPERS
• The Southwest Institute for Research on Women, the
Center for Middle East Studies, and the Middle East Stud
ies Association will hold a conference, "Enlarging Our
World View: Undergraduate Education and the Middle
East," 10-13 March 1994 at the University of Arizona, Tuc
son, Arizona. The conference will bring together Middle
East specialists and non-specialists with the three-fold pur
pose of 1) identifying key concepts in Middle East studies
useful for broader comparative inquiry, 2) determining the
goals of interdisciplinary and comparative teaching and
how to achieve them, and 3) presenting models for faculty
development and course revision for use on their campus
e~.. The over~ll goal of the project is to integrate gender sen
sitive matenal about the Middle East into the general un
dergraduate curriculum. SIROW, with the US Department
of Education, will cover travel expenses to and from Tuc
son. For additional information, write Amy Newhall, 102
Douglass, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721,
(602)-621-7338, fax (602) 621-1533.
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• The Sierra Leone Studies Asssociation Conference an
nounces a one-day conference on "Islam, Culture, Politics,
and Commerce in Sierra Leone," at Howard University,
Washington, DC, 11 June 1994.
To participate, submit a 250-word proposal or abstract
for a paper by 1 March 1994.
The proceedings of the conference will be published.
For further information, contact the Conference Chairman
Dr. Alusine Jalloh, The University of Texas at Arlington, ,
Department of History, PO Box 19529, Arlington, Texas
76019-0529, (817) 794-5676, fax (817) 273-2852.
• The University of Montana, in cooperation with the
Japan International Cooperation Agency, announces an in
ternational symposium on refugee and development assis
tance, "Training for Refugee Repatriation," to be held on
the University of Montana campus from 27-29 March 1994.
The Symposium is designed to bring together represen
tatives of government and international agencies, NGOs,
and the academic community who are involved with refu
gee and/or development assistance for the principal pur
pose of exploring and developing appropriate training
strategies for refugees returning to their homeland.
Mrs. Sadako Ogata, UN High Commissioner for Refu
gees, has been invited to deliver the Keynote address. The
Symposium will feature workshop sessions on training
strategies, regional approaches and lessons, reentry /
rein~es:ration, and policy decisions affecting training for re
patriation.
Individuals and organizations interested in attending
the free symposium should request registration materials
from Dr. Peter Koehn, Director, Office of International Pro
grams, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812, (406)
243-2288, fax (406) 243-2797 .
• The American Society for Aesthetics invites papers
for presentation at its annual meeting 26-29 October 1994
in Charleston, South Carolina. Papers on any topic related
to aesthetics, art criticism, or theory of the arts are wel
come. Submissions should take the form of papers or of
proposals for a session in workshop format. (The latter
would ~nsist of panels of discussants, each speaking for
10-15 mInutes, followed by general discussion.) Papers
should be sent in triplicate. They should be no longer than
12 pages, and they should be accompanied by a 100-word
abstract. The author's name should be on a removable
cover sheet. Papers not meeting these requirements will be
returned. Workshop proposals should suggest a (small)
nu~ber of participants to be responsible for organizing the
session.
Materials should be sent to Kathleen Higgins, Depart
ment of Philosophy, The University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, TX 78712, by 1 March 1994.

• The Tenth Triennial Symposium on African Art spon
sored by the Arts Council of the African Studies Associa
tion (ACASA) will be held 19-23 April 1995 in New York
City. Proposals for panel and roundtable sessions on all as
pects of the arts of Africa and the African Diaspora are due
on 15 June 1994. Individual paper proposals will be due on
1 October 1994. Please submit all materials to 1995 Trienni
al clo Lisa Aronson, Department of Art and Art History,
Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866. For infor
mation about the symposium, please contact Carol Thomp
son (Museum for African Art, NY) at 212-966-1313 ext 111,
or Kate Ezra (Metropolitan Museum of Art) at 212-879-5500
ext 3057.
• A special edition of Research in A/rirnn Literatures will
be devoted to African cinema. Please submit entries deal
ing with African film or African film criticism to Kenneth
W. Harrow, Dept. of English, Morrill Hall, Michigan State
University, E. Lansing, MI 48824-1036.
• A second volume of Faces of Islam in A/rirnn Literature
is going to appear. We are interested in papers that deal
with Islam in African literature, including especially those
dealing with one of the following topics: Maghrebian liter
ature; comparative studies, especially involving Maghrebi
an and sub-Saharan African literature; women and Islam in
African literature; Islam in African language literatures; Is
lam in regions outside dar-es Sudan (i.e. , in regions where
Islam in not the majority religion); the work of Farah; Islam
in Nigerian literature, in South African literature, or in oth
er regional literatures. Suggestions for other topics are wel
come. Please send entries to Ken Harrow, Dept. of English,
Morrill Hall, Michigan State University, E. Lansing, MI
48824-1036, or to Rachid A. Hassani, Box 1257, Cambridge,
MA 02238.

AWARDS&
FELLOWSHIPS
• Fulbright opportunities are available for university
lecturing or advanced research in nearly 140 countries.
Funding for the Fulbright Program is provided by the Unit
ed States Information Agency, on behalf of the US govern
ment, and cooperating governments and host institutions
abroad.
Awards range from two months to a full academic year.
Virtually all disciplines participate. Applications are en
couraged from professionals outside academe, as well as
from faculty at all types of institutions.
The basic eligibility requirements for a Fulbright Schol
ar award are US citizenship and the PhD or comparable

profeSSional qualifications (for certain fields such as the
fine arts or TESOL the terminal degree in the field may be
sufficient). For lecturing awards, university or college
teaching experience is expected. Language skills are need
ed for some countries, but most lecturing assignments are
in English.
A single deadline of 1 August 1994 exists for research
and lecturing grants to all world areas. Other deadlines
are in place for special programs.
For further information and application materials, con
tact the Council for International Exchange for Scholars,
3007 Tilden Street, NW, Suite 5M, Box GNEWS, Washing
ton, DC 20008-3009, (202) 686-7877. Bitnet (application re
quests only): CIESl@GWUVM.GWU.EDU.

• The National Research Council announces that 1994
Resident, Cooperative, and Postdoctoral Research Asso
ciateship Programs to be conducted on behalf of federal
agencies or research institutions whose 140 participating
research laboratories are located throughout the US. The
programs provide opportunities for PhD scientists and en
gineers of unusual promise and ability to perform re
search.
Approximately 350 new full-time associateships will be
awarded on a competitive basis in 1994. Most of the pro
grams are open to both US and non-US nationals, and to
both recent PhD degree recipients and senior investigators.
A wards are made for one or two years, renewable to a
maximum of three years; senior applicants who have held
the doctorate at least five years may request a shorter peri
od. Annual stipends for recent PhD's for the 1994 program
year range from $30,000 to $45,000 depending upon the
sponsoring laboratory, and will be appropriately higher
for senior associates.
Applications submitted directly to the National Re
search Council are accepted on a continuous basis through
out the year. Deadlines for application: 15 January, 15
April and 15 August 1994.
Further information, as well as application materials,
may be obtained from the Associateship Programs (TJ
2094/D2), National Research Council, 2101 Constitution
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC, fax, (202) 334-2759.

• The National Endowment for the Humanities invites
applications for "Philosophical Foundations of Political
Self-Determination," a summer seminar for college teach
ers 6 June-29 July 1994 at the University of Wisconsin
Madison. This seminar will focus on analyzing competing
conceptions of self-determination and on efforts to develop
a coherent moral theory of self-determination.
Twelve seminar participants will be chosen on the basis
of their ability to benefit from and contribute to the semi-
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nar. Stipends of $4,000 for the eight-week period will be
provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Applicants must be citizens or permanent residents of the
US. Applications must be postmarked by 1 March 1994.
Application materials, as well as additional information
about the seminar, are available form Allen Buchanan,
School of Business, 5289 Grainger Hall, University of Wis
consin-Madison, Madison, WI 53706, (608) 523-1444 or
(608) 262-1893, fax (608) 263-2627.

• The National Endowment for the Humanities in
vites applications for "Cultual Pluralism and the Nation
State/, a summer seminar for college teachers 13 June-29
July 1994 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The
seminar will explore the politics of identity from a broadly
defined comparative perspective.
Twelve participants will be chosen on the basis of their
ability both to benefit from and to contribute to the semi
nar. Applications are welcome from those of any discipli
nary background or regional specialization who have
some background in some aspect of the seminar subject.
Stipends of $3,600 for the seven-week seminar are provid
ed by the National Endowment or the Humanities. Appli
cants must be citizens or permanent residents of the US.
For application materials or more information contact
M. Crawford Young, Department of Political Science,
North Halt 1050 Bascom Mall, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Madison, WI 53706, (608) 263-2040, fax (608) 265
2663, email, neh@poliscLwisc.edu.

• The Rockefeller Humanities Fellowship Program is
providing two resident fellowships a year (from 1992
1995) to visiting scholars and artists working in the field of
Feminism and Visual Culture. Weinvite proposals from
scholars, theorists, and producers of visual culture who
wish to pursue original resarch informed by feminst think
ing and attentive to the particular claims of race and eth
nidty in the work of visual representation.
Applicants should be able to demonstrate some experi
ence and prior commitment to the field. Fellows will be ex
pected to participate in the Susan B. Anthony Center re
search seminar and to assist in special activities and
conferences connected to the Fellowship project, but they
will not be expected to teach. Interested applicants should
send a letter of application, description of proposed re
search project, cuttent cv and three letters of recommenda
tion to Joyce I. Middleton, Chair, Rockefeller Search Com
mittee, Susan B. Anthony Center for Woernn's Studies, 538
Lattimore Hall, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY
14627. Stipends will generally be $32,000 for a one-year
residency. Application deadline is 15 February 1994.
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An experimental, interdisciplinary Program in Agrarian
Studies will be offering four to six Visiting Research Fel
lowships tenurable from September 1995-96. The Program
is designed to maximize the intellectual links between
Western and non-Western studies, contemporary work
and historical work, the social sciences and the humanities
in the context of research on rural life and sodety. Fellow
ships range from $15,000 to $30,000 per academic year. Fel
lows must have finished the dissertation and have a full
time paid position to which they can return. They are ex
pected to reside in New Haven, pursue their own research,
and participate in a colloquium series on the broad theme
"Hinterlands, Frontiers, Cities, and States: Transactions
and Identities." The deadline for receipt of the first stage of
applications for 1995-96 is 3 January 1995. For more infor
mation, contact James c. Scott, Program in Agrarian Stud
ies, Box 208300, New Haven CT 06520-8300, fax (203) 432
3296.

• The Re-entry Grants for African Scholars Pursuing
Education Research program is designed to assist in the
professional re-establishment of talented African scholars
who are returning from doctoral studies abroad and have a
research interest in issues related to the revitalization and
development of education in sub-Saharan Africa. All pro
posed projects must include an explicit and substantial fo
cus on female school participation as part of the set of edu
cational issues to be examined.
The proposed budget, not to exceed $25,000, may re
quest funding for items such as a microcomputer and soft
ware, books, office supplies, living expenses, personnel as
sistance and local transportation. The budget may also
include subsistence for one research team member of any
nationality and a stipend to cover up to six months' transi
tion costs for the returning African scholar.
Applicants may submit research proposals prior to or
within one year of returning to their Africa-based institu
tions. Grants are made to the scholar, but the proposal
must be endorsed by the African institution where the ap
plicant will be a full-time staff member. Also required are
two letters of recommendation from academic supervisors
at the institution where the candidate carried out doctoral
study, postgraduate transcripts, and a resume.
There are no deadlines for submission of proposals.
For a full description of the program, write to Scholars on
Education Re-Entry Program, The Rockefeller Foundation,
1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 or
Scholars on Education Re-Entry Program, The Rockefeller
Foundation, P.O. Box 47543, Nairobi, Kenya.

\

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
University of Minnesota
History Department
Assistant Professor, tenure-track,
in African (sub-Saharan) history, to
begin September 1994. PhD in Afri
can history required by 1 September
1994; some teaching experience/
publications preferred. Regional,
chronological and topical specializa
tion open. Send letter of application
describing training and scholarly in
terest, and courses prepared to teach,
plus cv, graduate transcripts, writing
sample, and three letters of reference
to Allen lsaacman, African History
Search Chair, History Department,
University of Minnesota, 267 19th Av
enue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55455, (612) 624-2800, postmarked no
later than 31 January 1994. The Uni
versity of Minnesota is an equal op
portunity educator and employer.
City College of New York
Deparbnent of History
Anticipated tenured or tenure-track
position at the assistant or associate
professor level beginning fall 1994.
Must have PhD in hand by September
1994, commitment to both research
and teaching. Some teaching of intro
ductory courses in world civiliza
tions. Area and period of concentra
tion open, to include both advanced
undergraduate and MA courses.
Appointment contingent on budge
tary approval. Salary $29,931-$60,771,
depending upon experience and qual
ifications. Send application, along
with CV and official dossier contain
ing at least 3 letters of reference. Can
didates are also encouraged to pro
vide pertinent published or
unpublished writings. Write to Pro
fessor J. F. Watts, Chairman, Depart
ment of History, City College of New
York, Convent Ave. at 138th St., New
York, NY 10031. AA/EO Employer
M/F/D/V

University of Cape Town
Centre for African Studies
The University of Cape Town in
vites applications for the newly
established A. C. Jordan Chair in Afri
can Studies, within the Centre for Af
rican Studies. Seeking a senior schol
ar with an established research
record, a commitment to multidisipli
nary approaches, a proven adminstra
tive record, and with considerable Af
rican experience and contacts. The
disciplinary field is open, although
applicants should be conversant with
the social sciences and humanities.
The successful applicant will be ex
pected to provide academic leader
ship in developing African Studies at
UCT, particularly in the area of post
graduate studies, research coopera
tion and links with scholars through
out Africa; teach in the Centre's
academic programmes; participate in
the adminstration of the Centre; and
serve terms of office as Director of the
Centre of African Studies when called
upon to do so.
This is a full-time, permanent posi
tion, although a contract appointment
might be considered. A negotiable re
muneration package includes attrac
tive staff benefits.
Send cv together with names, ad
dresses and telephone numbers of
three contactable referees, no later
than 15 February 1994 to Appoint
ments Officer, University of Cape
Town, Rondebosch, 7700, Republic of
South Africa, phone (021) 650-2192/
2196, fax (021) 650-2138, email, per
appl®bremner.uct.ac.za) from whom
further information may be obtained.
The University of Cape Town is
committed to policies of equal oppor
tunity and affirmative action.

Bryn Mawr College
Department of History
The Bryn Mawr College Department
of History and AFricana Studies Pro
gram seek to make a visiting appoint
ment in sub-Saharan African History
(any region except southern Africa);
assistant professor (with PhD in hand)
or beginning associate level, starting
September 1994; one-year inti tally,
with possibility of renewal. Appointee
will teach five courses in history and
Africana Studies Program, including
survey and upper-level courses. Can
didates should send curriculum vitae,
cover letter describing research and
teaching interests, sample syllabus,
and dossier or three letters of recom
mendation to Jane Caplan, Depart
ment of History, Bryn Mawr College,
101 N. Marion Ave., Bryn Mawr, PA
19019-2899. For full consideration,
materials should be submitted by 1
March; the committee cannot guaran
tee to review applications received af
ter that date. Bryn Mawr College is an
equal opportunity affirmative action
employer. The college particularly
wishes to encourage applications
from individuals interested in joining
a multicultural and international com
munity. Minority candidates and
women are especially encouraged to
apply.

Tree eber so soon', woodpecker
know wha Ie do wid him.
t

However sound the tree may
seem, the woodpecker will
know what to do with it.
Jamaica proverbs, collected
by Martha Beckwith, Vassar
College Field-work in Folk
lore, No. 4, 1925.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
• The American Historical Asso
ciation invites you to join. Only the
AHA brings together historians and
other scholars from all geographical,
chronological, and topical specializa
tions, fostering comparative and glo
bal perspectives that cut across our re
search specializations and providing
opportunities to keep abreast of intel
lectual developments in other fields.
Both American Historical Review and
Perspectives are important tools to
help keep readers informed. The
AHA offers a special discounted one
year membership of $45.00 to area
studies members because it recogniz
es the importance of involving more
scholars in its publications, programs,
and other activities. For more infor
mation, write to American Historical
Association,400 A Street SE, Wash
ington, DC 20003-3889.

• Les Presses de l'Universite de
Montreal has recently published a
festschrift in honor of the late Joel
Gregory entitled Population, reproduc
tion, socretes. Perspectives et enjeux de
dbnographie sociale. Readings in Social
Demography in Honor of Joel W. Grego
ry, edited by Dennis D. Cordell, Da
nielle Gauvreau, Raymond R. Gervais,
and Celine Le Bourdais. As readers of
ASA News may recall from the kind
eulogy by Paul Lovejoy in these pag
es, Joel was professor of demography
at the Universire de Montreal, past
president of the Canadian Association
of African Studies, an editor of the Ca
nadian Journal of African Studies, and a
member of the ASA. He died of AIDS
in the summer of 1988.
Beyond simply looking at num
bers, this collection examines crucial
aspects of the reproduction of popula
tions in their varied human contexts.
Divided into four broad sections (Pop
ulation, economie et societe; Travail, cou
ples, familles; Sante et reproduction; Mi
grations), each of the twenty
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contributions examines a demograph
ic question in turn, highlighting some
of the most promising avenues of re
cent demographic research.
The collection, totaling 450 pages,
may be ordered for $38 (Canadian)
plus 10% for postage and handling
from Gaetan Morin, Editeur (Exclu
sive distributor 'for Les Presses de
l'Universite de Montreal), 171 BouI.
de Mortagne, Boucherville (Quebec),
Canada J4B 6G4. Payment or Visa or
Mastercard information must accom
pany orders. Phone orders can be
placed using (514) 449-7886; fax or
ders use (514) 449-1096.

• The University of Iowa Librar
ies has received a OOE grant of
$56,216 for each of two years to ac
quire African and Chinese health pe
riodicals published since 1973. Sourc
es for health statistics of African
governments and international or
ganizations in Africa will have a high
priority. At the end of two years, the
titles acquired will be prioritized and
filmed with similar titles held by
member of the Cooperative Africana
Microform Project (CAMP) with cop
ies sent to designated medicallibrar
ies in Africa.

• Development through Self
Reliance, Inc. (DSR) is distributing
free catalogues of its top-quality Afri
can videos and films. They are both
educational and entertaining produc
tions. Most were made by Africans, in
Africa, and are designed for African
audiences. A variety of issues includ
ing AIDS, teenage pregnancy, family
planning, training, health and hy
gience, the environment, and wom
en's issues are covered.
To receive a catalog, write DSR,
9111 Guilford Rd., Suite 100, Colum
bia, MD 21406,1-800-875-0037, fax
(301) 490-4146.

• The Arts Council of the African
Studies Association (ACASA) was es
tablished in 1982 to facilitate commu
nication among scholars, teachers, art
ists, museum Specialists and all others
interested in the arts of Africa and the
African Diaspora. Its goals are to pro
mote greater understanding of Afri
can material and expressive culture in
all its many forms, and to encourage
contact and collaboration with Afri
can and Diaspora artists and scholars.
In the spring of 1995, ACASA will
sponsor the Triennial Symposium on
African Art in New York (see "Future
Meetings and Calls for Papers"). All
members receive the ACASA newslet
ter, with information about upcoming
events, new publications, research op
portunities and news about members,
published three times a year (April,
August and December). Dues are $25
regular and institutional, $10 special
(students, unemployed and retired).
Please contact Barbara Frank, ACASA
Secretary-Treasurer, Department of
Art, State University of New York at
Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794
5400, (516) 632-7255/7250, fax, (516)
632-7261, e-mail,
bfrank@ccrnail.sunysb.edu.

• The Department of Anthropolo
gy of Cleveland State University an
nounces a program of public lectures
and demonstrations in association
with the" Nakunte Diarra: Bogolanfi
ni Artist of the Beledougou" mudcloth
exhibit to be shown on the the Oeve
land State University campus and at
the Oeveland Museum of Art January
28 through April 8. For further infor
mation, contact Dr. Barbara Hoffman,
Department of Anthropology, Oeve
land State University, Cleveland, OH
44115, (216) 687-3549, email R14%
@VMCMS.CSUOHIO.EDU, or Ms.
Sally Leon, Special Projects Coordina
tor, (216) 687-4659, email
R1429@VMCMS.CSUOHIO.EDU.

RECENT DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
compiled by
Joseph J. Lauer (Michigan State University)
The theses listed below were reported in Dissertation Abstracts
International (DAl), vol. 54, nos. 2-3, parts A and B. Each citation
ends with a page reference to the abstract and order number (if
any) for copies. Dissertations with a GAX prefix are available
from Vniversity Microfilms International (300 NorthZeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346). Canadian theses with a NN prefix
are available from the National Library of Canada (395Wellington
St., Ottawa KIA ON4). British (UK) theses available from the Brit
ish Library have order numbers with a "BX" or "S-"(for "BRDX" or
"BRO.") prefix. Details on ordering through UMI are in DAI.
This is the 21th quarterly supplement to American and Canadian
Doctoral Dissertations and Master's Theses on Africa, 1974-1987 (At
lanta: Crossroads Press, 1989). This series lists the VS, Canadian
and British dissertations about Africa that are abstracted in DAI.
Researchers interested in a particular author or keyword should
consult the indexes of DAI or of Comprehensive Dissertation Index.
Those looking for more Canadian or British theses about Africa
should consult Canadian Theses [microform] or Index to Theses with

Abstracts Accepted for Higher Degrees by the Universities of Great Brit
ain and Ireland... (Aslib).
The coverage of British theses started in about 1987 and is very
incomplete. In contrast, all VS dissertations except for some from
the Vniversity of Chicago (and perhaps elsewhere) are included
in DAI and most, if not all, Canadian theses are now eventually
listed. Because of delays in the production schedule of DAl, only
about 70 Africana theses submitted in 1993 are listed here and in
the previous ASA News. This compares with my estimate of about
600 dissertations from 1993 that will eventually be listed in this se
ries. Those seeking the latest titles should use UMI's online ser
vice, which usually lists new VS dissertations within 3-4 months
of submission.

Agriculture
Acquay, Herbert Kwesi. The impact ofstabilization and structural
adjustment programs upon Ghana's forests and marine fisheries. Ph.D.,
Cornell V., 1993. 175pp. DA54B:1l73.GAX9319382.
Cisse, 5ekou. Pedological investigation of mangrove soils in relation
ship to rice management in the Republic of Guinea. Ph.D., Louisiana
State U. & A. & M. Col., 1992. 162pp. DA54B:0554. GAX9316957.
Fimbel, Cheryl Cornett. Use of regenerating farm clearings and older
secondary forest by primates and a forest antelope at Tiwai, Sierra Le
one. Ph.D., Rutgers State Vniversity of New Jersey, 1992. 238pp.
DA54B:1174. GAX9321277.
Moehl, John Frederic. Aquacultural development in Rwanda: A case
study of resources, institutions, and technology. Ph.D., Auburn V.,
1993. 335pp. DA54B:0562. GAX9316261.
Mpofu, Ntombizakhe. Genetic and economic evaluation ofdairy cat
tle breeding strategies for Zimbabwe. Ph.D., U. of Guelph (Can.),
1992. 223pp. DA54B:0562. NN75500.

Saliki, Jeremiah Tipetchab. Structural and functional characteriza

tion of mrious isolates of Peste des petits ruminants virus using mono
clonal antibodies. Ph.D., Cornell V., 1993. 229pp. DA54B:1275.
GAX0310374.

Anthropology
Adefris, Tsirha. A description of the Bodo cranium: An archaic Homo
~ cranium from Ethiopia. Ph.D., New York V., 1992. 225pp.
DA54A:0576. GAX9317559.
Donoyan, Michael M. Learning to live together: A study of the
changmg structures ofeveryday life within Kipsigis farming communi
ties in western Kenya. Ph.D., New York V., 1993. 455pp.
DA54A:0573. GAX9317570.
Hill, Christopher L. Archaeological and Pleistocene geology ofAcheu

lian a~d Middle Paleolithic sites in the Bir Tarfawi region of southern
Egyptian Sahara. Ph.D., Southern Methodist V., 1992. 531pp.
DA54A:0571. GAX9316053.
Irish, Joel David. Biological affinities of late Pleistocene through mod
ern African aboriginal populations: The dental evidence. Ph.D., Arizo
na State V., 1993. 374pp. DA54A:0994. GAX9320608.
Lehner, Mark Edward. Archaeology ofan image: The Great Sphinx of
Giza. Ph.D., Yale V., 1991. 535pp. DA54A:0984. GAX9315195.
Parish, Anne Marie. The changing food and agricultural systems of
an Egyptian oasis village. Ph.D., V.ofKentucky, 1993. 221pp.
DA54A:0991. GAX9319961.
Smith, Stuart Tyson. Askut and the changing nature of Egyptian im
perialism in the second millennium B.C. Ph.D., V. of California, Los
Angeles, 1993. 347pp. DA54A:0986. GAX9319932.
Walter, Alexander Eldon. Mate preference and the Westermarckef
feet in contemporary Morocco: A multimriate analysis. Ph.D., Rut
gers The State V. of New Jersey, 1992. 165pp. DA54A:0993.
GAX9321338.

Biological Sciences
Berrada, Jaouad. Mycobacterium bovis infection in cattle in Morocco:

Preparation and evaluation of chemical extracts for use in detection of
immune responses. Ph.D., Iowa State V., 1993. 201pp. DA54B:1217.
GAX9321120.
Knox, Eric Boyd. Evolution of the giant senecios and giant lobelias in
eastern Africa. Ph.D., Vniversity of Michigan, 1993. 365pp.
DA54B:1187. GAX9319563.

Earth Sciences
Manega, Paul Clement. Geochronology, geochemistry and isotopic

study of the Plio-Pleistocene hominid sites and the Ngorongoro Volcan
ic Highland in northern Tanzania. Ph.D., V. of Colorado at Boulder,
1993. 402pp. DA54B:1288. GAX9320456.
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Economics
Assibey-Mensah, George Ossei. Budgetary practices as instruments

ofeconomic development in the Third World: An evaluational case study
of Ghana's budgetary practices. Ph.D., Virginia Poly. Inst. & State
V., 1993. 432pp. DA54A:0621. GAX9318181.
Biru, Yonas. The political consequences ofeconomic and legal arrange
ments. Structural causes of Black African coups d'etat: A public clwice
perspective. Ph.D., George Mason V., 1992. 209pp. DA54A:1048.
GAX9321845.

Maroc. Ph.D., U. of Montreal (Can.), 1991. 441 pp. DA54A:0881.
NN77500.
Abrokwa, Clemente. Vocationalizing education in Ghana: A study
of Ghana's attempts to vocationalize the school curriculum, with spe
cial reference to the junior secondary sclwol program. Ph.D., U. of Al
berta (Can.), 1992. 396pp. DA54A:0881. NN77224.
Aherdane, Mohamed. L'ecole M'hammed Guessous de Rabat (Ma
roc) sous le Protectorat franc;ais (1934-1956). Ph.D., V. of Montreal
(Can.), 1991. 309pp. DA54A:0838. NN77499.

Chamlee, Emily Laureen. The cultural foundations ofeconomic devel

opment: A study of urban female entrepreneurs in Ghima, West Africa.
Ph.D., George Mason V., 1993. 209pp. DA54A:I023. GAX9320568.
Dordunoo, Cletus Kwashi. A development-{)riented macroeconomet
ric model ofGhana: dynamic simulation, policy analysis and forecasting.
Ph.D., Temple V., 1993. 310pp. DA54A:0604. GAX9316473.
Fidzani, Novice Happy. Understanding cattle offtake rates in Botswa
na. Ph.D., Boston V., 1993. 298pp. DA54A:I024. GAX9319976.
Gelb, Stephen Roy. The dynamics ofaccumulation: Essays on the the
ory of regulation and its application to South Africa. Ph.D., V. of Man
itoba (Can.), 1992. 239pp. DA54A:I048. NN77962.
Gerson, Josell. The determinants of corporate ownership and control in
South Africa. Ph.D., V. of California, Los Angeles, 1992. 234pp.
DA54A:0622. GAX9317221.

Alonge, Adewale Johnson. An assessment of the impact of Farming
Systems Research/Extension on the adoption ofagricultural technolo
gies in the Middle-Belt region of Nigeria. Ph.D., Iowa State u., 1993.
248pp. DA54A:0782. GAX9321116.
Dube, Musa M. A. Perceptions of field officers, extension officers, and
farmers regarding Agricultural Extension Education in Swaziland.
Ph.D., Iowa State V., 1993. 233pp. DA54A:0783. GAX9321139.
Gordon, Sarah Julia. A case study of health education interventions
in Burkina Faso: From reality to theory. Ed.D., V. of Pittsburgh,
1992. 176pp. DA54A:0825. GAX9319157.
Leenhouts, Margaret Anne. Violin teaching in Morocco: A study of
music education in the post-colonial world. D.M.A., U. of Rochester,
1993. 101pp. DA54A:0455. GAX9313713.
Light, Judith Diane. A study of technology transfer through a United

Kalyalya, Denny Hamachila. Regional economic integration in south
ern Africa: An evaluation of SADCC's impact on trade. Ph.D., V. of
Massachusetts, 1993. 266pp. DA54A:0607. GAX9316674.
Kone, Solomane. Sources ofgrowth and structural change and the de

terminants ofexports: The manufacturing sector and subsectors in Cote
d'Ivoire. Ph.D., Cornell V., 1993. 279pp. DA54A:0608.

States action-training program in the Ministry ofFinance ofan East
African country. Ph.D., Washington V., 1992. 518pp. DA54A:0491.
GAX9317395.
MaDam, Vgbo. Factors influencing faculty turnover at ten selected
colleges of technology/polytechnics in Nigeria. Ph.D., V. of North
Texas, 1992. 143pp. DA54A:0436. GAX9311325.

GAX9318827.
Nyangito, Hezron Omare. Economic evaluation ofalternative live
stock disease control metlwds in Kenya. Ph.D., V. of Tennes5ee, 1992.
272pp. DA54A:I033. GAX9319221.

McCaleb, Sudia Paloma. Parent involvement in education during
early literacy development: A participatory study with Hispanic, Afri
can American, and African parents through dialogue and co- author
ship of books. Ed.D., V. of San Francisco, 1992. 274pp.

Okeke, Nkemakonam Chukwukaodinaka. The role of securities
market in encouraging capital formation for economic growth in 1ess
developed countries: An analysis of Nigeria. Ph.D., Howard V., 1992.
250pp. DA54A:0610. GAX9317136.

Onubogu Odiari, Laura Orby. Alternative teacher certification
routes: Applications to professional education in Nigeria. Ph.D., V. of
Toledo, 1993. 181 pp. DA54A:0489. GAX9316888.

Pagiola, Stefano. Soil conservation and the sustainability ofagricultu
ral production [Kenyal. Ph.D., Stanford V., 1993. 199pp.

Roy-Campbell, Zaline M. Power or pedagogy: Choosing the medium
of instruction in TanzaniJl. Ph.D., V. of Wisconsin - Madison, 1992.

DA54A:0617. GAX9317800.

319pp. DA54A:0798. GAX9231712.

Vsman, Abraham Ayena Langi. Exchange rate policy: A zero-sum
decomposition demand analysis of CFA exports and a monetary ap
proach analysis of the CFA franc peg to the French franc [Cameroon &
Cote d'Ivoirel. Ph.D., Oklahoma State V., 1992. 168pp.

Salaam, Malikah Hanan. The relationship of African cultural con
sciousness and self-esteem on the academic achievement of African
American students. Ph.D., V. of California, Los Angeles, 1992.

DA54A:0845. GAX9322395.

287pp. DA54A:0444. GAX9310861.

DA54A:1043. GAX932H;13.

Education
Abdallah, EI Achkar. L'inspectorat de l'enseignement secondaire au
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Ubom, Enobong Isaac. The socio-economic values of traditional mu
sic and dance in Nigerian development. Ed.D., Columbia V., 1992.
195pp. DA54A:0857. GAX9306317.

Wekesa, Gideon Webi. The impact of headteachers' instructional lead
ership on student academic achievement in Kenya. Ed.D., Columbia
0., 1992. 173pp. DA54A:0771. GAX9321013.

making of Alexandra Township, South Africa, 1912-1948. Ph.D.,
Queen's U. of Kingston (Can.), 1992. 374pp. DA54A:0645.
NN76535.

Fine Arts
Asante, Kariamu Welsh. Zimbabwean dance: An aesthetic analysis of
the lerusarema and Muchongcrgo dances. D.A., New York U., 1993.
273pp. DA54A:0350. GAX9317687.

Philips, John Edward. Ribats in the Solroto caliphate: Selected stud
ies,1804-1903. Ph.D., U. of California, Los Angeles, 1992. 517pp.
DA54A:1062. GAX9319922.

Kennedy, Carolee Grant. Art, architecture and material culture of the
Zulu kingdom (South Africa]. Ph.D., U. of California, Los Angeles,
1993. 548pp. DA54A:0713. GAX9318745.
Russmann, Edna R. Reliefdecoration in Theban priwte tombs of the
Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sIxth Dynasties: Its origms and development,
with particular reference to the tomb of Harwa (IT 37) (Egypt). Ph.D.,
New York U., 1993. 585pp. DA54A:0348. GAX9317605.

Geography
Wickett, Eleanor Elizabeth. "For our destinies H; The funerary la
ments of Upper Egypt. Ph.D., U. of Pennsylvania, 1993. 1018pp.
DA54A:1051. GAX9321500.
Health Sciences
Ehouan, Tai. Un Modele d'allocation regionale des effectifs midicaux
et paramidicaux en Cote d'Ivoire. Ph.D., U. of Montreal (Can.), 1991.
360pp. DA54B:1358. NN77511.
EI Hraiki, Abdelaziz. Assessment of chlorinated hydrocarbons and
trace metal contamination of Moroccan marine species. Ph.D., Oregon
State U., 1993. 175pp. DA54B:0773. GAX9318029.
Phoya, Ann Maureen Matekwe. An exploration of the factors that in
fluence early prenatal care enrollment and compliance behavior among
rural Malawian pregnant women. D.N.Sc., Catholic U. of America,
1993. 221pp. DA54B:0746. GAX9317276.

History
Caruso, Joseph Samuel. Politics in colonial Kenya, 1929-1963: A his
tory of Kilifi District. Ph.D., Columbia U., 1993. 438pp.
DA54A:0644. GAX9318220.
Greenwood, Ralph. The presidency of William V. S. Tubman, Presi
dent of Liberia, 1944-1971. Ph.D., Northern Arizona U., 1993.
272pp. DA54A:1061. GAX9322247.
Larson, Pier Martin. Making ethnic tradition in a pre-colonial society:
Culture, gender, and protest in the early Merina kingdom, 1750-1822
(Madagascar]. Ph.D., U. of Wisconsin - Madison, 1992. 573pp.
DA54A:0644. GAX9238559.
Luke, Donnie Leon. Afrocentric methods and the retriewl ofan ob
scured African history: A reexamination of Old Norse sagas. Ph.D.,
Temple U., 1993. 316pp. DA54A:0644. GAX9316504.
N'Daou, Mohamed Saidou. History, memories and social differentia
tion in Sangalan (1850-1958) (Guinea1. Ph.D., U. of Minnesota,
1993. 459pp. DA54A:0645. GAX9317725.
Nauright, John. "Black island in a white sea ": Black and white in the

Language
Boualia, Sherazade. Gender and ethnicity: Language attitudes and
use in an Algerian context. Ed.D., Columbia 0., 1993. 161pp.
DA54A:0911. GAX9320959.
Hared, Mohamed Farah. Modernization and standardization in So
mali press writing. Ph.D., U. of Southern California, 1992.
DA54A:0914.
Ndolo, Menauame. Language situation, language planning and na
tionhood: The case of Zaire. D.A., State University of New York at
Stony Brook, 1992. 205pp. DA54A:0918. GAX9322296.
Law
Rovner, Jay Evan. An introduction to the Commentary of Rav Hana
nel ben Hushiel of Kairawan on tractate Baw Metsia, accompanied by a
reconstruction ofthe lost commentary to the second part of the tractate
based upon Cairo Genizah fragments and citations in Risfumim
[Egyptl. Ph.D., Jewish Theo. Sem. of America, 1993. 509pp.
DA54A:0662. GAX9315438.

Literature
Andrews, Jill K. Doris Lessing's subject (Zimbabwe). Ph.D., U. of
Calgary (Can.), 1991. 521pp. DA54A:0517. NN75304.
Cribiore, Raffaella. Writing, teachers and students in Graeco-Roman
Egypt. Ph.D., Columbia U., 1993. 473pp. DA54A:0509.
GAX9318230.
Dogbe, Christian Dovi. Humanism and politics in the Sub-Saharan
novel: Achebe, Oyono, Beti and Ngugi. Ph.D., State U. of New York
at Binghamton, 1992. 339pp. DA54A:0510. GAX9318397.
George,Olakunle. Motions of critique: Modernity, (post)coloniality,
and the Africanist agon. Ph.D., Cornell U., 1993. 328pp.
DA54A:0518. GAX9318795.
Mass Communications
Galander, Mahmoud Mohammed. Press freedom and political sta
bility in the Sudan: A study of the role of the press in the Third Demo
cratic Period (1986-89). Ph.D., Howard U., 1992. 243pp.
DA54A:0356. GAX9317135.

Political Science
Baumann, Franz. The bureaucratic state and economic development
in Nigeria. Ph.D., Carleton U. (Can.), 1992. 683pp. DA54A:0663.
NN75949.
Dorsey, Ellen J. Human rights strategy for a changing international
environment: The United States Anti-Apartheid Movement in transi
tion (South Africal. Ph.D., U. of Pittsburgh, 1992. 482pp.
DA54A:0673. GAX9317953.
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Enwerem, lheanyi M. The politicization of religion in modern Nige

riA: The emergence and politics of the ChristiAn Association of Nigeria
(CAN). Ph.D., York V. (Can.), 1992. 439pp. DA54A:1077.

Sperry-White, Grant Scott. Daily prayer and its ascetic context in
the SyriAc and Ethiopic HTestamentum Domini". Ph.D., V. of Notre
Dame, 1993. 249pp. DA54A:0563. GAX9317013.

NN77537.
Henderson, Errol Anthony. Kimira: Towards an African centered
paradigm of world politics. Ph.D., Vniversity of Michigan, 1993.
338pp. DA54A:1078. GAX9319538.

Sociology
Diarra, Boniface B. Les normes internationales et la criminalite de

l'Etat: Essai d'analyse criminologique de la violation du droit des peu
pies j} disposer d'eux-memes en Afrique du Sud. Ph.D., V. of Mon
treal (Can.), 1991. 553pp. DAS4A:ll01. NN77469.

Himbara, David. The role of indigenous entrepreneurs and the state in
Kenyan industriAl development. Ph.D., Queen's V. at Kingston
(Can.), 1992. 438pp. DA54A:0667. NN76369.
Mercer, Jonathan Loveridge. Broken promises and unfulfilled threats:
Resolve, reputation, and deterrence [Morocco]. Ph.D., Columbia V.,
1993. 478pp. DAS4A:0675. GAX9318263.

Kannae, Lawrence A. The masculine side of family planning: Male
government employees' attitudes and use of family planning methods
in Ghana. Ph.D., V. of Akron, 1993. 185pp. DA54A:0692.
GAX93181S9.
Loyola, Rodrigo Berrios. A general equilibrium model of the demo
graphic transition in Sub-Saharan Africa. Ph.D., V. of Alberta

Saunders, Richard Gerard. Information in the interregnum: The
press, state and civil society in struggles for hegemony, Zimbabwe,

(Can.), 1992 402pp. DAS4A:ll04. NN77329.

1980-1990. Ph.D., Carleton V. (Can.), 1991. 527pp. DAS4A:0670.
NN75988.

Siqwana-Ndulo, Nombulelo Winifred. Rural African family struc
ture in the Transkei, South Africa. Ph.D., V. of California, Los An
geles, 1993. 294pp. DAS4A:1109. GAX9318738.

Sinkala, Sontwa. CanadiAn development assistance to ZambiA: With
special emphasis on the agricultural sedor. Ph.D., V. Of Manitoba
(Can.), 1992. 288pp. DA54A:1086. NN77020.

Psychology
Mpumlwana, Vuyo Boniswa N. Post-traumatic stress disorder
symptoms in South African exiles. Ph.D., V. of Manitoba (Can.),
1991. 145pp. DA54B:1676. NN76994.
Religion
EloHa, Samuel Kiptalai. Christianity and culture in Kenya: An en

counter between the African Inland Mission and the Milrakwet belief
systems and culture. Ph.D., V. of St. Michael's College (Can.), 1992.
388pp. DAS4A:0956. NN76756.
Michael, Haile Wolde. A comparative study of leadership develop
ment methods with reference to t.he Ethiopian Full Gospel Church.
D.Miss, Fuller Theological Seminary, 1993. 28Opp. DA54A:0966.
GAX9320102.

Theater
Jones, Joni Lee. The development of an African-based dramatic struc
ture [Nigeria]. Ph.D., New York V., 1993. 485pp. DAS4A:0374.
GAX9317669.
Theology
Ishola, Solomon Ademola. Towards a contextualized missiological
approach to the Yoruba religio-cultural milieu [Nigeria). Ph.D.,
Southwestern Baptist Theo. Sem., 1992. 293pp. DA54A:0564.
GAX9311164.
Martey, Emmanuel. African theology and Black theology in South
Africa: Toward a synthesis of inculturation and liberation. Ph.D., Vn
ion Theo. Sem., 1992. 324pp. DA54A:0566. GAX9317270.

Urban & Regional Planning
Eid, Youhansen Yehya. Urban form transitions in post-c%nial cit
ies: A case study of Cairo, Egypt. Ph.D., V. of Southern California,
1992. DAS4A:1121.

Mihevc, John. The changing debate on strudural adjustment policies

in sub-Saharan Africa: Churches, social movements and the World
Bank. Th.D., V. of St. Michael's Coll. (Can.), 1992. 360pp.
DAS4A:0959. NN76743.

Rghei, Amer Shehubi. Planning heritage cities: Comparing Mildrid,
Quebec City, Fez, and Tripoli [Morocco & Libyal. Ph.D., V. of Wa
terloo (Can.), 1992. 404pp. DA54A:070S. NN75769.
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